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Things and People Thinks
Cannon and Fairbanks, or
Hughes and Cortelyou Will
Be Republican Ticket.
LETTElt Elli)el WILL B. SCOTT
In a letter from Waskington, Will
R. Scott, formerly of Tile Run etaff,
sizes up the Republiean situation
this wise: Citation and Fairbanks or
liugtee and Corteeou will be the
choice of the Refetblieee national
convention next June in Ceireigo,
judging from a careful analysis of
the situation new.
Of course,. the Taft. Knox or For-
aker supporters are acting like they
expect to carry the day for their can-
didates, and the eupporters of the
men I have assigned to second places
on the ticket. would pooh-pooh the
suggestion of their candidate,' taking
the vice-preeidential berth: but tee
aforesaid careful analyera will bear
out the assertion.
When it hits ben determined
what island the itepuble-an party
will take toward Roosevelt's polIciee.
it will be an easy matter to idek the
nominee*. The party Is going to
"have It out with itself" in the con-
eentiou on this point, and it is all
but certain that the final derision
win endorse the president, however,
strongly hie opponents may fight to
have his polieies rejectel in whole
or its part. As:arming that this will
be the chief work of the convention.
It will be seen that lined net on both
sides are a number of able caude
dates,.
Fairbanks. Cannon and Foraker .1
would clasnify as anti Roosevelt
who may be expected to "-ark in the
convention to have his aggressive
pencils dieoredled: wilily Tuft
Hughes, Knox and Certeiyou ithould
be classified as pro-Rooseveit candi-
dates. Cannbn is not as merit a
"reactionary" as some of the avowed
camlichites for the nomination. st411
he could not be classed as an ad-
minietratiou aspirant. If the Party
I. finally committed to the Loose-
reit ideas, the strongest candidate
of those who represent his views.
will be selected, and vice versa the
name may be said If the ectision
emetrary.
Here are some of the fectors that
indicate Cannon to be the strongeat
among the reactionaries, and that
Mews in the strongest among the
progressives,.
Cannon vs. Hughes.
Cannon has been a vaireible man
to the party. Ills position in the
house of representatives calls for
more clear thinking to keep from
muddling tbings. than. almost any
other position in the party. He may
he counted as reactionary by some.
but .his strong common sense policy
upsets their calculetione frequently.
The rank mid file of the !tarty In the
carat (esthete would take kindly to
hirii retires- n•ting as he does many of
'the old-fashioned ideas of govern-
ment. New England will be solidiy
for him as is indicated in the ehoicv
of Chicago for the clementine city,
every N w England istats voting for
that city. Nee, York would accept
him after Hughes; Knox would not
be greatly disconcerted o give him
1118 support if he is reinated:"
white Fairbanks, realizing the hope-
lessness of his own 'candidacy, will
give him his ineuence as will For
aker. if he beats Taft in Ohio. can
non knows everybody In the party of
any prominence, and is liked by
them, and by right of service hr is P
logical candidate.
Hughes; would just as 'emirate- fel
the candidate of the other i}iviriion
of the party. There is go poseibillte
of Magee% not getting the New York
delegation, the most Infieletial In
the lenicne for he saved tEe party
from Hearst when it loosed like no
(Continued on Page Six.)
XMAS SCHEDULE
On Christmas mornerg the street
care wilt leave the ends of the differ-
ore lines at 5:40 o'elocle*ito the peo
rile, who wish to attend 6 o'clock
worship, may make good conaeetions.
RIVERSIDE'S WANTS
The ..board of control of Riverside
haspital met this teernthg' and ale
Petteteci a.."9311P11144g- esealiateled of
Dr". J. T. Redd-Irk and W. le IN-
benks preetes eteteenent for. the
eveze-eissuacle.ofe-thaeueadied- etalleore-
meets for the inetitation, and son e•-•
tin-tate of the eittotirft of rrtriney need'.
.t.d Der :•eai
Competition Between Railroad
and Packet Line- Causes Latter
To Ask for Own Wharf Privileges
Cairo and Paducah and Evans-
ville Boats Would Eliminate
Wharf Cost in Order to Meet
Railroad Rates.
Sharp eonipetition beteeen the
Cairo and Paducah packet tine of the
Fowler company and tee Illinois Con
tral railroad hats impelbsi the packet
company *to ask for its own wheel
privilege on the river front between
Beoedway and Jefferson street. The
company asks for 200 f et porth of
the Paducah Wharf boat company
for the use of the Cairo and Paducah
and Evansville iesekette the Dick.
Feeder. the Joe Fowler and the John
S. Hopkins.
"If we secure this privilege we
have a wearfboat in view that we
shalt bring here immediately," said
Mr. eaultders Fowler this morning.
"We have DO idea or purpose of com-
peting with the Paducah Wearfboat
company as a public wharf. This is
for the purpose of aiding its to meet
railroad eoinpetition. In many aril-
else of merchandise we find that
with the wharfage added to the
DeWitt bill, the cost exesseds the met
of shipment by rail. If we have our
own wharfboat we stall eliminate
this wharfage charge anti meet ev-
ery cut in railroad rates to points
we touch. This is the situation in
a nutshell.
eWe feel that this project is for
the benefit of _Paducah shippers as
moth as for us. It certainly is for
the benefit of Paducah ever corn-
Must Hate New Ordinance.
Mr. Saunders Fowler appeared be.
fore the board of public works yee-
terday to ask fur the 'Leveret, of
the water front, but found that an
existing ordinance prevents the board
taking any action. The West Ken-
tueky Coal company desires certain.
rimer north of the present wharfboat
for its fleet of coal boats, and an
--- -
;•ffort sill be ninth, to secure the re-
a) of the ordinance under which
he river front is apportioned. at
present, and the enactment of a new
one, giving the Paducah Wharfboat
company the sanie rights it now en-
Joys, and teat interfering with exist-
ing arrangements. but giving the
Fowler lines wearfboat privileges
Under the present ordinanee,
there are 844% feet apportioned
along the river front from Kentucky
avenue to Jefferson street. The fer-
ry is allowed 1.511 feet, then there
are 66 feet of open stia.ce for public
wharfage, where boats are supposed
to reach the bank, but nope of them
do. becalms wharfboat chains end
the narrow speeti preclude,. Reeves
ex.itee by warping anomie by means
of havesere, noise in. North of that
are 323 feet aliened to the Paducah
Wharfboat company, of which elle
feet are Need. Then there are 355 let
feet for coat, sand and towboats.
It Is effe feet of this last
feet that the Fowler lines want, and
the West Kentucky Coal company,
which has put in a bid for the pro-
tection of its rights, accedes to this
plan. A vlew of the river this morn-
ing showed a toe-foot coal barge
moored lengthwise along the bank
north of die wharfboat, with the Joe
leowier in the extending longitudin-
ally north from the barge, with the
coal fleet moored beyond that. The
proposed Fowler wharfbeat would
not extend north of the north end of
the Fowler's position today.
That 64-- feet of public eharfage
between the ferry landing and the
wharfboat, probably will be widened
or done away with, and it is likely
that in the preparation of the pro.
poised new orelnanee tent., consider-
ation will be paid to the need of a
free public landing. of steamboats.
The chief trouble has remit' from
Tennessee river paokets. especially
the Chattanooga, the owners of
which 'have frequently gone to the
city hall in Beane) of means to erect
way to the hank, Withers they said
their consignee's demand the tiler
hanise should be placed.
How Churches Will Celebrate 1
The Kentucky Avenue Preebeter-
Ian c-hurch will bold the Ceristmas
entertainment the night after Christ-
mas. The affair will be different
from those held heretofore. arrd a
good social time Is assured. There
will be a Christmas tree.
The First Christian church will
have a Christmas tree and cantle and
Ines for the young people, a short
program will be given by time 9un-
day *retool on Christmas eve.
The First Baptist chur will
hold the Christmas .entertainment on
Tuesday night There will be a
program by the Sunday- whoot.
The Find t Presbyterian Sunda -
school will not have art entertain.
mettle but the members wile dome
something to *the Home of 01
I
Friendless.
The Broadway Methodist Sunda;
school, be vote of1;,the pupils, will git.




mill bring the gifts to the thumb next
Sunday amid a committee wilt be ap-
pointed to distribute them for Christ-
mas.
Grace Episcopal Sunday retool will
have its Christmas service on the Sun-
day following Christmas at the Sun-
day school hour. On the first Sunday
in January the "Mystery Play" for
the Sunday wheel pupils will be given
at the Suuday school hour.
I At Mizpah Presbyterian mission
the entertainment will be Friday
night or next week, -and at Hebron




Additional evelette ef the crooked-
of Rev. W. M. Hicks, who is
wanted here foe obtaining money and
geode frandulentey, was received by
chief Collins in a letter from the
F011 PROTECTION t•steaidenernietgeof at the ifluelliemfelmoinutantioni.nmBisasp:
stating that the claim of Hicks that
he was a member of the Blue Noun-
• , lain Baptist convention and was for-
Millet following the 'mem inertly a teacher at the college was
of Sam Barker and Mita SIldie Hub- absolutely sale,.
!tend. of 415 Norton street. four The edliege official eays he has re-
weeks ago, came to a rude and abrupt eelved information from other places
Clilfe Iasi night when the huebano that Hicks had erhibited• letters of
went home and proceeded to intake,recommendation from other members
things happen.- After breaking up''of the faculty, and says that they
some of the furniture, itierker began. were forgeries.
abusing his wife, she said. end the, The ereice have not received any
more he talked the madder he got.linformation as to Hicks' whereabouts
Penally he seized her by the heir end since he left Smiteland, whore be is
-started up Norton street when her tout on bond for forgery. -Ile is want-
ales attracted severai men in thse ed heir for passing .worthlerte checks
mloon of Dan Galvin, Fifth ated• Nor-,at Weille's.dlothing store and Cont.
ton streets. They went to the tinter- ran's shoe store.
'line's; woman's rescue, and getting: ,
her away from the enraged man, gave
her protection in the saloon until 
the
police arrived.
The troubles of the Hubbard fam-
ily have been many and sad'. four of • 
St. Louis, Mo., Dec. le.-Wheat,
he family hevinee met violent deaths 
!tete: corn 51; oats,
Barker ewellovved a dreg a ether' 
Chicago. Dec. .1 8 .--Du 1 I a shot the
while before the epupie were married Price of May 
wheat to 1e7, forcing
when the weedina.Was postponed on . 
hears to help. the Movement by bug;
eceount fatal, 4iutihn to his (Wiese's- jeg to 





Engineers are Six lliles From
Paducah, Working on West
Side of Illinois Central
Tracks. and Will Return on
East Side.
Glt.1,Del Ole ONLY ()NE PER CENT
A. C. Harrington and his corps of
surveyors for the Southern Electric
railroad have reached a point six
mike from Paducat on the Mayfield
road and are making lapel progress.
They started from Twenty-fifth and
Tennessee streets and went straight
out Twenty-fifth street. They were
at Chanepy's bridge whit n they ceased
yesterday afternoon on account of the
weather. So far on the route they
are following the west side of the
Illinois Central tracks, and they have
encountered no grade greater than
One per cent, while the country the
route traverses is excellent.
The corp* will survey this route,
a right of way for which has been
secured on private property nearly
the whole distance, and will return
From Maylield, surveying a route
elope the east side of the Dlinoie
Centnal. While the west side has ite
advantages, and terminal franchisee
for it have been secured both In Pa-
decah one Mayfield, there are greater
Inducements offered. for a right of
way along the east side of the rail-
road, it is said, and the promoters
have never yet fully decided which
route is preferable.
If the east side route is finally
adopted a new terminal frntiehise will
be needed. since it would bring the
line into Broadway from the south
side, instead of the north side, as at
present.
GUS RINGLINO DEAD
New 011ie/use lee'. his ititig
byte, head of the greatest circus cone-
leratien In the world, died today of
Bright's disease
1. C. IS ARRESTED
litaetise a train is alleged to have
held the Teimeasee street cresseing 50
minutes yesterday, T. J. Wilkins, a
transfer wagon driver, swore out a
warrant before Police Judge erne,
against the compeny. Service is had
Itt Gt-nerat Veent Donovan.
NOT POPULAR BILL
wateheigten, Dec. lle-Repretien-
tative Gaines' bill offered in; the
house making it -a felony for mem
hers of eoagre-ss to accept pay front
e railroad company for work either
actually or fietitiougly performed', is
not expected to pave without a fight.
Many menabers of congrees are Eate
to beeconnected with payrolls of rate
roads.
SNOW BREAKS WIRES
Goldfield. Dec. 18.-Repair parte •
found that wires from the pow, :
plant bad been - broken by Ice anti
snow that slid in from White moun-
tains. Three poles fell under the.
snow's weight. CharletRookaed was
arrested todwy, cherged with eon-
meting a "fence" from the diver-el-
Hon of high grade ore stolen from
niines.
mother. who 'Was n oft y g . , -e
pee,* as 4 eft. Teaseiew er 
wee 4 tlyazi241,4,1 eltga.:.:imajiktu•-!ner.rrly elf- profesteer a I..„, s •
emelt 'nether wail kIlleittlei..a. Isith...011 .. - - ._ .
--
'tile way to Paditeale to attend his Mee 
tleorge I,. Rarrett has been
tkettlelle's Papeete TWO other brothers 
removed front Itiverelee hospital to
ltilltlkilebt skatIlitt thin tit/. her hom




_partly cloudy And Nader tonight
witheeirobahly rain er snow In ex-
treme enteral] portion. Thuredar
'fair and colder. 'lighter tempern•
tare yesteeday, 44; lowest today, S.
Cortelyou Declares Story About
Activity of His Friends is Lie




Waelaington, Dee. lie-George W.
Arleen, of New York, today filed suit
in tie, dietrict impreme court against
Secretary of the Treastury Cortelyou
to restrain hint from making the al-
lotment of the recent Panama canal
bond !moue. The bill slates that the
United States will Mee between $700,
fliati and Wetilionsiit if the bonds are
allotted. The bids, he contends, sub-
mitted by himself, for seven mil-
lion of the bonds are higher than
the majority of those accepted by the
secretary, and that thereby the gov-
ernment is defrauded
N. Y. CENTRAL MAN
GOES ACQUIT OF
MANSLAUGHTER
New York, Dec. ls.-Viety-Pressi-
defft and General Manager A. H.
Smith, of the Now York Centrel rale
road, was acquitted today on the
charge of eecond degree manslaugh-
ter, for the death of 23 persons in the
wreck of an express train last Feb-
ruary-. After the stale reseal, Judge
Keregg in ordering an acquittal, gala
he del not consider Smith responsible
for the accident.
Enemies of Taft Expected to
l'se Gould's Labor Decision
Against Him Because it
Cited His Ruling.
Wasibingion. Dec. Its -relit:et' ,
Cortelyou. in a signed :statement it.1 1 -
en out last night, pi-oilmen-es as un-
qualifiedly falsity the curt eta rumors.;
of undue political activey of his
friends In forwaniing a nee-simile in
his inttirest. The in % iteseit,-•
that mether he nor his I ti lee; lee;
natal illt`Ir illifilence in It /tali of ;Lit%
randidete for tilt ery:•nlerli% th.i:
he
th,
after decide to be it (.111111M:1 1e for
any office he will say so fraukly.
"If In the future." says Cortelyon.
"I shall decide to he a candidate for
any office 1 shall be prepared to stay
so frankly and state the ground upon
which I ask for support. In the
meantime shall try, as I have treed
in the past_ to conduct the treasury'
department fix the benefit of the
people of the whole country, and ab-
solutely without regard whether any
act inn I may take in the line of my
duty may adyersey affeet my person-
al or politiral welfare"
Is Much !truer.
Washington. Dec. Ise- Both Met-
calf and Certelyme who are 'suffer-
ing with grip, are reported as en _
proved today. Cortelyoli will have
to remain indoors sev, ea dare
Gunning for Taft.
W'ashittgion. Dec. IS -Justice
Clould's dieleion yeeterilay aguinet
the American Federation of Labor is
to be used as a campaigir document
against Taft, by his enenetes. Gould
teed a decision made he Taft.
THESE THIEVES TOOK TWO HORSE WAGON
ALONG TO CARRY AWAY THEIR PLUNDER
Mr. George Bauer's Stable and CAPTAIN FARLEY
Coal House Relieved of Con-
tents By Thrifty Burglars
Last Night.
WIwn a teanister entreated by
i;e,rtge Ratter, manager of the Padu-
-ah pottery plant. who Meets at 631
North Seventh streets went to his
etettsie this morning to feed the horses
he found that all the corn, crate and
hay in the feud room had been stolen
try a_thiet who hauled the feed away
in a wateets- The coal house, near the
stable, was broken into and the room
that remained in The wagon after the
feed had been loadee on. was eve
dente). filled with coal, as consider-
able was missing, the house having
recently been filled.
Tracks in the alley near the steels,
-.hewed- that the thief used a large
two-horse wagon, and judging by the
beep cuts of the wagon wheels, a
heavy load was hauled away,
Chief eating was notelet! and
Patroimee. Hill and Ferguson on that
heat made an in ostigat ion, but could
trace the wagon tracks; no further
han the street. Thy police are still
hue: on the care.
I. C. ELECTION
Chicago, DPI'.





Monnt Vernon, Ohl. Dec. IS.--
Iohn W. Lindley. who organized the
Phi Delta Theta Greek Letter College
Fraternity, died today at his home.
lorth of this city. He was born in
1824. Mr: Lindley formerly was a
professor at flegeretown, Poplar
irove Academy In Tennessee, Padie-
ah Female Institute, Paducah, Ky.,
Ind Richmond College, Virginia.
SCHWAB AN ANGEL
Pittsburg, Dec. le.-Following the
innotinsement that Joseph fehwab,
erother of Charles M. Schwab, has so-
'mired ii dh-oree from his wife. for-
merly Esther Mulhall, a famous Puts-
Isumrt and that Schwab will
wasere-Pmeikte-iliderametseet
epera prima donne. friends are won-
freriag_ if Joseph Schwab bats bliee
"angel:: for recent eidee, which, ale




Captain Eileen Farley. -f it,' tri.:1,
neer-elect, is one cif the Ilt•tostt situ:410
after men in Kentucky jue net Ile
is considering the names of ,al' ut
tea state depositories, am! 1114,:•=1 cc t !-
banking Institution in keiiiiielo ;s
willing to undertake the reepteis.be-
ity of handling the funds in its se. -
Oen. In Louisville nearly every bank
has a friend working to get the rit:lft,.,
deposite. and Captain Farley is piteis-
takingl .studying their merits, se he
may make a chOce in Januitry.il
probably will select a depository in
each congresedonal destruct. So It
he has named the Citizens' Saviitee
'bank, of Padmetth, for the rrst de-
tect, mei the Central Tiust commies,
of Oweneboro, for the Sessile! dietriet
ROOMS ENGAGED
FOR PREST. DUKE
OF AM. TOB. CO.
te:Inefont. Ky., I , „
Rooms engaged at the Capitol t i e
tel during the conference of toliaceo
people are supposed to be for .1 R.
Duke, president of the American
Tobacco cornpany.
Fula", W lllll an Kites plueband.
Puttee. Ky.. Dee'le. I eleetele
Ida Holland killed her hesband, Ben
Holland, in a family row late night.




(IftOrgPIONII, Ky., Dec IS. (tille-
els! )—Cross-evamlnation of Pow-
ers Is finishe& and direct examine
teen entered upon. Powers bore up
well during Frankliree _questions.
-
Burned in Ms_ Home.
eateserfrad.---tifeereterre le. .4 -
--Samuel Moore: '21 years old, was
bitmett_ _degth_la_k_fIr.e_1[1110,1110._
greyed his father's borne -hoses this





Chairman Tawney of house
Appropriations committee
Sees Deficit Ahead In less
Estimates are Trimmed to
Meet Falling. Off in Revenue.
CUSTONIS 'EIPTS DECRE.1SE
\\ It I , I • Chairmen
'Tr Ye:write, ut iese,pretrictin
iott w It
material revision
netted for pulite. teeeeteitees to,
;he met fiscal year ending June 30)
190s, in order to keep the &peen
petitions, within tee possible anti
elected revenue of Ow gevernment.
-The eetimatie subtitled at the
te-ginning of lee eee session Of con-
greest for the new current year
totaled $S9,91;11.6.43.
'The estimates tor the next fiecat
sear, submitted at the beginning ol
;his session. in the book i.r eel imal es
totaled S996,919,238. The estimate
total revenue for the next fiscal yew
is $8en,12:1.1111. while the act'-e
revenee. inehiding 114'1431 revel'
reeelved during the last, fiscal
was only $546,72'5,339.
Deficit Is Apparent.
It Will he seen, thereene, that the
expenditures as estimated exceed the
revenue by $118,526,277. This ex-
eetel does not Include estimates fo,-
the regular defieiency and i• '
!amours appropriations. whe
the current year mooleet to $
I -17.S99. Nor sloes it inceire•
new appropriations for spew .
expentliterole
In/pOrlaill in "teases of estimate
ever the current appropriations 41 -
For the army, $1,1.12,..2:11;
Ito naiy, $26.S32, s12; for fertilisa-
tions, $31,545.934: fur pension's. $4.-
10,0.4,0'0. C'ortgrt•Fis in rvvitting• th
,stimated expendtturos Will
11101i1 of the budget for the III
establishment, rather than civil •
effete's.
Today's treaeury;.etatement shows
;list this. tleervaere in total goy, 7'
namt re% 4•11UPNI for the last fin,:
days of Neventlier, and the first fel-
teen days of Deeember was 
5
"ii !4h(iW5 the pract.cal it»poseibil-
it% of congress at liii, t-.2-.Siont an-
tletrizing new government wevices
tir the undertelene ci tisw prejeete.
a let!, for whee "'teed have
le test tile tir the
tue: 1, • ),
TO METROPOLIS
11.11:
.:tt, aims cm Mt. N
St !
St:. LOWS t`," Orh1 -371:, I i
Will sit 111.'z' an whin.
Bit ea, has ettel.•
tql .1









DIDN'T FIND HIS FATHER
Jeff Dowins, a PO1311 lusty, IAN)
'iteml! the night in the waiting reem
lit tli, trniun sintIon, *as Liven trans-
portatien to hie home at Dexter. Kee,
Ibis morning, Is Patrolman Casper
totess, a ho became Interested in the
trm. fetes,: wits thinly
-led a i,1 canritsi a 'wlhereed arm,
press mine quite a pitiful appearance
II,' (41/4 1111e4I 11131 lie had item living
with his 'ince; near Louisville, who
:tilt Hill here expecting to meet his
father. Ben Downs, of Dexter, at the
station. He had. only a few cents
In change and the officer and rites,'
kindly disposed persons contributel





heteeleirve Aseristant- Post:easter 4
—entr-
strength was shoal in the a
n3enta or_ Wallact_m_uaatat
Riehmond, and Dickey at rep










rttODU('Es V.eitHrt's FORMS OF'
31ENTAL DISORDERS.
Philadelphia Stientlet% Make Star(-
ling Diseevenee Which They
Repon.
Philadelphia, Pa_ Dec. 18.-1'hat
tomalley, eriminal and immoral ten-
dencies, idiocy and the entire reversal
of previous mental poise and moral
standard&. are conditions that may ac-
rompatky tuberculoid', either in its In
ciplent or chronic stages, medical
science now claims to be a certainty.
Dr. Lawrence F. Flick, expert tuber-
culosis physician, and Dr. D. J. Mc-
earthy, expert criminologist, both of
more than national reputation, have
Rid Made known discoveries result-
lag from investigations they have
been making for several years at the
Henry Phipps institute in the treat-
ment and prevention of tuberculosis.
According to the discoverers.eree
devout persons may become immoral
and degenerate. honest men turn
thieves. optimists become pessimists,
and strong, healthy whistled men
ebeege into tnebriates with little or
no sense of moral responsibility. And
these eonclitioes may take place long
before any sign of tuberculosis is •p-
parent.
ilenane Bfifotes Tubercular.
"An impoverished stale of blood."
ways ler. McCarthy. "Is, partly re-
sponsible for the deinsions and hallu-
cinations experienced by so matte
tnbereulosie patients. In a case for
years under my personal observation
at the Philadelphia General hospital.
there were delusions aeeomparried by
various homicidal attempts. Another
ease was that of a Otait who developed
Insanity almost a year before tuber-
culosis made Rs appestrantre.
"Stilt another claimed that he was
tn the habit of receiving communica-
tions from his father, whom he after-
ward found had been dead -for sev-
eral yeers. Another insisted that his
deed father came to his room at all
hours Of the day and eight and wrote
messages on the wails with a piece o)
etraw. Another saw -.queer pictures
when awake. and oa,. woman was
contionatly eallIng our attention to
the procession of people dressed a11
In white conserver before her."
Heritage From lassume Parents.
Not only has science established
the fact, according "to these experts,
'that in at least tilt per cent of teber-
calmer patients insanity shows itself
In mine stage of the disease. but that,
ronversely, vast numbers of tubercu-
loses patients have been predisposed
to 'ante infection through inherited
deficient nervous tryetems. In many
cafes insanity has been found to have
existed ft the parents or antecedents
of tuberculosis patients.
ItIbile not willing to admit that
their work is anywhere near com-
plete, the invest igetors are now in
position to state positively that there
ts an undoubted connection between
mental unbalance and tuberculosis
end vice versa. Dee Flick and Mc-
Carthy have for three years kept
daily records of each patient's physi-
cal and mental conditions from the
day of entrance until discharged or
dead. In addition to this the history
of the patient's famey and anteced-
ents leas been procured wherever
possible.
The Wrong Night.
V Miss Iva de Chipenham. a :4-wirer
if New York, holds that beatitiful
thoughts make beautiful laces and
figures, and that ugly thoughts de-
form, even as tinwboleeolne work
does. sass an exchange.
"By taking thought." said Miss de
Cbipenbam, In an interview in Chi-
wage "you cannot, perhaps, add a
cubit to your stature, but you can
eradicate round shoulders and sponge
wrinkles away.
"Oirr thmights mold our faces.
forte oer ;sxpreaelon Thus they give
its ay. They give us away as
meets as; the spoken thought of a
Chtftge girl once gave her away.
"This girl eat in a dim-lit parlor
on a winter evening with a voting
man. A fire of oak loge blazed In
the grate and. looking into the pink
and gold heart of the flame, the girl.
who wag very pretty, murmured:
" 'How divine, my dearest Till-
"But the young
started.
"'Illilary?' be said. 'You mean
George, don't you pet?'
"The girl flushed and hit her Pp.
" 'Oh. dear,' she said; bow silly of
me: I thought this lea,
night.' "
man frowned and
Hollautrs 1,000,000 Wage Earners.
„ With ineehitants Hol-
land has 1,1100,64.4) wage earners
diekecas Insurance le voluntary and
organized in free hasociations.
leiso there were r,z,n ainoclatio,
web 6410,0001 members. Premiums
are $1.14 per mu nsher: benefits(
Medical attendange. melicine a ml
sleknee's payments.
Accident imeurance Is compulsory
(law of teal/. Workmen and fore-
men in manufacturcrs fop to $1.6N
11e wages) ace Insured- in 'a state
mettlel associations or casual-
Ides
less a OwIrclia al is working bard
he his advertising effective and
te, he may "take it easy" with
thing' ahead his store manner--




Vebile John Mitchell is slowly re-
enessaiing from two severe opera-
tions at the hospital in La Salle,
the United Mine Workers of America
are reluctantly receiving nornliratbirlis
of other men to succeed their long-
loved leader. His retirement, despite
all the urgency a devoted following
ering against it. is wholly due to
his loyalty to the miners whom he
assures that he is "no longer well
enough to giye your lasterests the
consideration their triesortance de-
mands."
The injury, which lays hint aeide
at the early age of thirtesieven, is
said to be due to a strain in lifting
a car uhen at work On the mines
While the surgeons gave promise of
ultimate but slow recovery, the close
of his nearly ten years' leaderehip
loaves him sesu re in the poasession
of she highest reputation attained by
an American labor lead-r.
/11s was as difficult, delicate and
dangerous a leadership as could fall
to the lot of any man in public office
When it was thrust upon him, there
were only Cease) niftier, organized
In a few scattered local unions, but
they. spoke the language of no lest
than twenty-two nationalitiss and
were further divided into seventeen
exclusive religious sects. He now
turns over to the command of his
successor a rank and file of 3 75,0040
men, thoroughly organized as the
United Mine Workers of America,
and wonderfully well disciplined by
the hard struggles through which
he has led them to the triumphs of
self-control and the winning of
their rights. -Graham Taylor in De-
cember (barite,* and The Commons.
Christmas Doors.
Don't wait until the last minute
to buy your presents, and then, for
lack of time to make proper eels-
lions. g:ve what,\ your better judg-
ment condemns.
Don't decide to abstain from giv-
ing jute because you cannot afford
expensive presents. The thoughtful*
nes; of your gift, the interest you
take in those to whom you give, are
the principal things. The Intrinsic
value Of your gift- counts very little
Don't give things because they
are cheap and make a big show for
the money. As a rule it is a dan-
gerous thing to pick up a lot of all
sorts of things at bargain sales for
('hriemae presents, If you do, there
is always the temptation to make in-
appropriate gifts. Besides. there le
itaualiy some defect in bargain arti
cies, or they are out of style, out of
date, or there Is some meson wt.!'
they are sold under prise. --Succesel
Magazine.
Traveler fatter waiting patiently
for train for four hotel--"She'll
no be cousin' the day. I door!" Por-
ter—"Hoots, mon. hae •ye no' pa-I
tience7 Yell just bide a wee while,
an' she'll be by!"—Ptinch
FIRE DAMP
WILI. HE .111)1E1) BY C SCIENT-
IS'fS .IT I•trrsauftti.
Effort to Nlinimise Dangers and Re-
duce lees of Life in Coal
lug Industry.
Pittebutt. Pa., Dec. 18.—It is re-
ported that Pittsburg i• to be made
the home of a most .remarkable
school of mines to be instituted by
the department of the interior.
through the flied Statues geological
survey. The great umber of mine dig-
weer* happening within the last few
years has caused the technologic
branch of the survey to wove in the
matter and action has been hastened
by the reference made by President
Roosevelt to mine disasters in his
message.
J. A. Holmes, chief of the tech-
nologic branch, has stated that work
will be beton on an experimental
station in a few weeks. It is the pur
pose of the survey to etude exiles-
sions. which will be made to order
There will be a long steel tube 1401i
feet in length and 6 feet in diameter,
.about the size of an ordinary mine
entry. alis will be mixed the dif-
ferent combinations of gases found
In a mine, trod explosives will be
launch into this by a niotar situ-
ated at a safe distance. Should the
explosives fall to ignite any of the
gases under any and all circumstans-
es they will be recommended ts
mine ownera as safe. It Is hoped
that in this way the purses can cut ,
to aminimum dat:ger to life
Fire Damp Grave Problem.
The question of fire damp will be
on.- of the most serious The ex-
perimenters will endeayor to discover
how rescuing parties may dash into
the mine after an explosion and reis-
sue those now left to die. The Eng-
lish plan of overcoming fire damp
and "after' eamp is thought to be
inu..h better than any yet advanced
in, America. but an effoct will be
made at the station completely to
overcome or to counteract •fire damp
as soon as formed. Tests on the
combination of fire damp and air
and of coal dust and air will be made
neperatele and the result carefully
noted until the question Is solved.
Invite Miners to Teets.
Operators and miners will be in-
vited to be lu'esent while the tests
are conducted. In order that they
tuay see cleaVy the explosions of
gas or dust a piece of oil paper will
be placed scroll* the face of one of
the cylinder'a safety valves with a
piece of gun cotton truspelbic41 six
Inches away. When an exploxion
°emirs the flame will burn the oil pa-
per and ignite the gem-neon
4aW
WEDVESDAY, DrkeNtlEit 18.
Why Not a Pair  of American Lady or American fienileman  Shoes?,
Certainly nothing‘you could give would be more appreciated than a pair of tine elves, such as the
American Lady or American Gentleman. Their trim, well-bred appearance and perfect fit would give pleaus-
ttre for a long, long time after Christmas day. Let your gift be a sensible one this season. A pair of these
good shoes just fills the bill-u--and, not least important, the price is a.sensible one, too.






Birds Express Deepest Emotion.
Philadelphia. Pa.. De. 18.-1'm
Ito nature faker. hut 1 ant convinced
that such emotions as anticipation,
supplication, satisfaction. surprise
and attention not only lee in the
breasts of the feathered, trtbe but
that the outward expression of these
motions is mirrored in the One faces
of birds."
This declaration by Clinton (1. Ab-
bott. a welt known scientrst of :New
York, caused a stir ansiag members
of the twenty' fifth annual congress of
Amerlean ornithologists a. the Acad-
emy of Natural Sciences today.
Three Sparrows Om a Limb.
With this declaration as the key-
note of one 'of the most notable ad-
dresses ever delivered on the subject.
Dr. Abbott flashed upon the scene a
photograph showing two small spar-
rows with the mother bire epon the
limb of a tree.
then, with this In hand, hid myself
in some distant shrubbery. The two
younger birds appeared and shortly
after the mother, pluming her wings
as If for flight. A moment afterward
she flewento the woods and I get a
protograph of the little ones awaiting
her return. Their bills were open, as
you see them in ths picture, and there
Is no one who wie not agree with me
',hat anticipation It clearly evident in
the posture and their beim and tiny
faces '
Unfed Bird Was Disappointed.
There was an outburst of applause
after the audience had taken in the
details of the picture.
"Later." Dr. Abbott continued, "I
got a picture of the birds after the
feeding. The mother had returned
with food for one In her bil. On the
face of the unfed one was an expres-
sion of clisappointWent
"While IIs at Long Island I ar- This picture was _flashed on the
ranged, eortf eife-araratag. say ease- • at roan.
era b0 that I would face a limb of a "There." he continued, "yobs can
tree in whist I knew the sparrows see the little one still crying for food.
shown In the picture made their The mother left again and retarried
home." said 1)r. Abbott "I attached with food for the other. In another
, a long string to the pressure bulb and picture I have the two satisfied Young-
eter* on the limb and the Weber ail
satisfied in the Deist."
This picture was shown and in the
pause there was another enthusiastic
demonstration from the audience.
Catbird's Fear and Surprise.
"All the emotions I specified," said
Dr. Abbott. "are shown an the faces
of birds. I placed a stuffed owl in a
tree near the nest of a catbird, and
then waited until morning to see the
expression on the bird's face at the
sight of the stranger.- In the morn-
ing the catbird came out, looked quiz-
zically at the owl, completely surpris-
ed at. the presence of a possible ene-
my. He then made all kinds of noise
with his wings and mouth to seare
the owl away. After each effort at
scaring there Was a look cf attention
on the face of the catbird. And that
look Is photographed before you.
"Next day." Dr. Abbott continued,
"I took the owlerway. then I discov-
ered that the catbird had two young
ones in a nest. They were permitted
to come outon the limb of the tree.
and I got in another picture the look
of self-satisfaction upon that catbird's
face."
Chreemas
Two little gins were talking over
what they were getter to buy for
Christmas. The wealthy girl said:
"I have $25 to spend on my family:
how much lea° you?" The poor one
veered: "1 have $2 les to but
not on our ranee% They de not used
it. I am going to buy presents fur
poor children who have no money
for Christmas."
We are apt to think too much
about Christmas prevent tor our own
family and too little about gifts for
those silo have no Christmas money
to spend. ,
Most people seem to think that if
they have no money they • cannot
make Christmas presents. But even
If they have no money, they probably
have something lying about the
house or office. which they do not
need half fis Much as others less
fortunate than themselves 'and which
they could eaelly spare. There are
plenty of things-in wens- homes, put
away in the attic as rubbisb, which
seoouebodldt7., of very great service tom
The trouble with most of us is
that we are se *elfish that we think
of everything in terms of cell. We
may have elothiv that be are very
sure we will never wear again, yet
we cling to it, as we do to bobks
which we have read and many other
things, simply-because wc think we
may want it some. time'.
It is a good time to clean house,
just bcfore Christmas, and to pick
out all theb thinge %bleb you do not
really need. You will be surprised
to see how-many things you base
to spare which would cheer and help
somebody — Su cress Mager Ilse.
 'ffilEIROSEMOES 
1 Christmas '07 EVERYBODY
•
Christmas 'Oil
Is thinking of buying one or more Christmas presents, be it for father,-mother, ,
husband, wife, son, daughter, brother, sister, beau or sweetheart. L-Doic down the
list of suggestions. You will find something to' interest you. Come to see us; we















































DIAMOND RINGS, HAT PINS. WHISK BROOMS.
DI.V.IeND B1100C1IISS. THIMBLES. • (ALL BELLS.
WATCIFIES. SHIltTWAIST SETS, RACK COMBS.
CHARMS. SET RINGS, SIDE CY/NIBS%
IA/CKETS. SIGNET RINGS. VASES. -
BROACHF.S. TOILET SETS,' SOUVENIR SPOONS.
STICK PINS. NIIRRORS. SILVKRWARE.
NECK ('HAINS. JEWEL 1.1()XES. r FAN.
EAR SCREWS. (TT GLASS. OPERA GLASSES.
IlltACECETS, HAND-PAINTED CHINA. 1311111ELLAS.
CUFF AND COLLAR PINS. .HAT PIN HOLDERS. (*LOCKS.
REI,T BUCKLES. PUFF BOXES. STATUETTES.
NI A N111.11E SETS. BRUSHES. SILVER NOVELTIES.
•
We are offering the best products of the most reliable manufacturers, which is an assurance of high quality
and honest worth in every article. Something appropriate for every person. Our price marks have but one
meaning and that is honest values. Bear in mind that purchases from our stock give satisfaction Xmas morning
J. WANNER, JEWELER
311 Broadway
At.t -AIZT1C1.,E8 lENORAVEID I3Y AN, ARTIST WHO KNOWS
)1Y, DEefornFn 18.
rALIATION
BY tillX)D PEOPLE OF
)PKINSYILLE.
V




cts of violence have been
y the armed mob which
. e citizens of Hopkins-
stroyed tholisands of doe
of property last week,
113 claimed In. some (Oar-
3ce and quiet reigns in
at the local officials and
generally are apprehen-
her attack is atteeted to
eitation received by Gs:w-
as from the county and
asking him for military
n order that the rights
3 property of the citizens
protection afforded them
I such a state of lawlese.
s that the civil authori-
ope with the situation.
it General Reports.
•
tot of the officials of
inty and the city of Hop-
he governor was received
Mee office together with
f Arjutant General P. P.
the situaelou in Hopkins-
11 e the report of the ad-
al was not made public.
Bison gave out a state
ng on the report of the
Demi, showing that the
w ' e city are in deadly fear
etbreak and attack from
lb which almost devastat-
fn Fast week. General
wort is to the effect that
I of the miletieits Hop-
the present tide will do
tieve the situation than
le, and even though an-
by the mob was not ex-
te officials, the people
si
lilvitig under such a
ness has become so de-
at the presence of the
, d have a moral effect on
ety and tend to restore
•
;
Pnt to Geneeal Johnston
yestigatien of two days
/number of the people of
fatty who have heretofore
ki as law-gelding citizens,
lathy with the lawbreak-
Mle they perhaps have
.rt In the destruction et
eerty they are, neverthe-
to reeerd the action of
justifiable under present
id will do nothing to aid
lee in renning down the
• , the outrages.
%nation Feared,
p report of General John-
request of the city and
• us for more troops. Gov. 
pmalso reeeived informa-
lather source to the effect
In who engaged, In the
town last week regent
If the posse of citizens
base and fired upon them
e leaving the city, and
it they think they have
;retaliate has resulted In
, fear on the part of the
,another attack has been
eie i.• -;.;eci out nn-
tea* more milatary protection is given
to the, town immediately. Governor
WiEson would not divulge the source
of this Information, but said It was
worthy of respect, and it is Otelleved
this Information was from a source
which will largely guide the governor




Tackles and halfbacks, in a me-
Jority of cases, have been chosen to
lead the football elevens of the
country next year. • In a list cover-
ing Leath big and little schools gen-
erally these two positions have found
the greatest favor, no lees than thir-
teen captains having been elected
from each of them.
Quarterback ranks next with nine
captains, and center amid end are
tied with eight each. From these
it is a big drop to the next, fullback,
with only four, while tha guard po-
sition apparently developed the few-
est gridiron leaders, only three
schools choosing their captains from
that position. Illinois being one.
Elections of college football cap-
tains foe 1908 throughout the omn-
try held thus far have resulted as
follows:
Penneelvania — Wifeam Holten-
back, fullback.
Harvard—Frames H. Burr, taekee.






Michigan—A. G. Schulz, center.
Vandertillt—Sain Coate!), querter-
back.





Georgetown ef)d Miller, end.
Washington and Jefferson—Don
P. Wimberly. halfback.








Postcard!' in Envelopes Require Two
cents on Envelope.
Local postoffiae officials have had
considerable trouble with postcards
mailed in transmareat envelopes with
the stamp on the postcatd. The
stamp must be placed on the en-
velope for the post card to go
through the mall since the stamp can
not be conceited through the paper
of the envelope, even if it does show
through. It requires two cents to
send a postcard enclosed in an en-
Dinka—Do you suppose it's ever
possible to come anywhere near the
size of a man's income? Winks—Yes,
Just take the figure he gives to the
aseesaor, add it to the figure he tells
his friends, and then divide the re-
sult by two, and you'll nave it near
enough.—St. Joseph News-Press.
If one of today's ads, "containa a
line of "bluster," or'of abused over-
utatement. or of personal spleen—
that ad. be% boomerang.
to,
-




Duties of Clergy in Coining his-al
Option Fight Will Be Discussed
Nest Time,
The Method4st Ministers' Associa-
tion held an interesting meeting yes-
teethe, in, the study of the Rev. G. T.
Sullivan, pastor of the Broadwat
Methodist church, all the members
being in attendance. The pastors of
the different churches gave oPtiluie-
tic reports of the condition of their
charges and told of plane for future
work. Nearly all the churches ere m
a self-sustain..Mg basis. besides con-
tributing liberally to home and for-
eign missions.
Presiding Elder J. W. Blackard re-
ported that the entire Paducah dis-
trict is in a flourishing condition, the
laymen and pastors all working to-
gether in harmony for the common
good. Ile expected at lease 2,14(to
confessions of faith during the year.
Ail assessments have been paid in
full and the sums contributed to inis-
slams had been eminently satisfao
tory.
At the next meeting of the associa-
tion the Rev. W. J. Naylor will lead
In a discussion of the "Duty of (hi•
Preachers and What Part Shall They
Take in the Coming Local Option
Fight?"
iirrsittitt; is Divoitt•E cmAz.v.
{tumor as to Domestic Troubles of
Jeseplo Scheidt Stirs Friends.
Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. I
else is talked of in Pittsburg tuft')
but the. troubles of Joseph Schwab
brother of (sheaves M. Schwab, the
steel king, with his wife formerly
Miss Esther Munhalt, Petteburg.
from whom it is said he will seek a
divorce.
J. B. Corey. uncle of President
Ellis Corey, of the steel corporation,
lifelong friend of Capt. John. Mute
hall, father of Mrs. Schwab, said the
afternoon:
"Anything I can do to help a mem-
ber of the family of my old friend
Munhall I will do. .I feel that there
can hardly be any blame attached
to Schwab's wife in any way. I have
just been looking up the divorce
businetee in this oozed Pittsburg dis-
trict and I find that there have le en
more divorces applied fo; in one day
In Allegheny county or by Allegheny
county people thms were applied for
by the entire population -of Canada
In thirty years. It looks as if every
one was going crazy. Some one
(meat to F't) to .9(twab and tell him
sonic things. It looks as if he was
to emulate the example of Ellin
Corey, an example of which the
Coney name Ls not proud I can tell
you."
WHAT CAUSES HEADACHE
From October to May, Colds are the
most frequent cause of Headache.
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE re-
moves cause. E. W. Grove on box.
25e.





JpeeiaI 9rices for tne Sag
Atirsdaq
I you are puzzled to know of some gift that would be just
he right thing—consider a nice rug.
Are have placed in two lots for Thursday's selling all our
kxminster and Moquette Rugs.
LOT I--All our 36x72 rugs, up to cZ2 cn
and including $4.50 values, special 03..:3V
$2 50and including $3.25 values, specialLOT 2---Al1 our 27x60 rugs, up t
o
e are showing in our Carpet Department lots of sensible




BY THE POWER  OF PRICE!
We intend to crowd our store to its capacity, forcing
the prudent to purchase Now
Worth of Beautiful, Artistic, Dependable Jewelry
thrown on the market at the most stupedous
REDUCTIONS EVER HEARD OF
OUR GUARANTEE
We positively guarantee that eveiy artitle in our store is so much reduced that the price cannot be 
equalled,
nor the article purchased for the same pricet any other retail store.
$10,000
CHRISTMAS GIFTS 
In our Christmas stock, we offer you the matured results of judicious buying, with quality as
our foundation, we have grown and prospered in Paducah. We know that you can find what
you want here—and we know that it will be right when you do get it.
Diamond Rings, ranging in price from $5 to $150
Watches, all good time pieces, - $3 w $50
We have a Special Watch, Ladies or Gents size, 20 year
Filled Case, Elgin or Waltham Movement, at $12.50
Solid Gold Signet Rings, $2 to $10
Ladies and Gents fancy Set Rings $1 to $15
A special lot at $5
We ask you to bear in mind that we are the only manufacturing jewelers in thc city and can,
of course, make you better prices than you would he asked to pay in regular retail stores.
SPECIAL ALL THIS WEEK









Three Men Iletol, Three Wountlet1 aged
Many 111olibet1 tot IC...0* of
Itnet• Trouble..
Monroe, La., Dee. le—Another
Italian was killed near Tremont. La.,
by negrose, making three Italians to
lobe their lives on account of the
prejudice sweetie. their replacing lo-
i' lumber mill lely aLChatham-
-le, La. Two other Italians were
woundled near Chathamville and
twenty-six were robbed.
News of the killing near Tremont
arrived here last night's Six !levees
attacked a party of twenty-nine Ital-
ians, who were said to be fleeter
from the Ohathamville section. The
blacks are thought to have been ens-
boklened by the example of the
whites at the lumber camp on the
previous night and they are vsaid to
have. followed the Italians from the
vicinity of the, camp. The negrote
secured nearly all the valuables in
possession of the refugees.
Still anotist•r nem is reported to
have narrowly. escaped murder Is.-
fore time party left camp, when he
was attacked by a negro who de-
manded fifty' cents or his life
•
Mrs. Stuyvesant Fish.
Though her husband Is justly tele-
brated as a railroad king and a defier
of 'Harriman. yet his fame does not
dotninate his family, says the New
Broedway Magazine, for his wife is
the one whose name,'" most upon the
popular iongue. Probably more le
known. of her character, Ctietome, ec-
centricities, likes and dislikes than
of any other woman from coast to
coast. She has an letenee person-
ality. If she enters a -Tab mat-
ter how crowded, every one knows
It; when she leaves, she Seems to take
something with her out of the soda;
atmosphere. She has individuality,
is outspoken, capricious. witty and
hri I lien t. Ne Is a tever she does or says
is utterly unlike what any one else
does or stays. and she is never melt-
mary. Yet it is almost certain that
eihe couldn't. be a supretne leader:
She le reckoned too childlike to con-
trol others.
Another thing thak.would handicap
Mrs. Fish is the fact that her hus-
band is not in sympathy with her
chit A nra'n of let (ere iv ha -kilo*.
hint well said to him:
ryou tal.Luts-aLe, Weg-truly-7
or wife really take a Monkey
to diluter*" •
'I don't know wiwit particular




v,,re ait ti,e f e,' he V111,11 I1' 4,,i1.111.11i. I, Il.,,t1 I .vIsA, he, i 1 V.i.t.iiitoli vias about to enter suit
_
lempt.ed thi contents of his liiait in ii' i„, 41k.„,,,• against the earl haat
It the 6t that tailkt be :mimed at h ''' I"" 1" t • 111"• i''"'"Ii"'4 '" th" '—
any cost makes Mrs. Feet It; leader, , trellitn'': 
figure of Ili,' phi tilt hrelti,c
ov..i..., who foe started the c, :Iv, ten tie WI-
theme are chances that it may, I so ved: "Sso 111; be :,,e a:n•t the
rule the efforts and dteires' of the; . .. .
gaiter and Witter element. But here
Is. at leaet, a harmless set. The
viciousnese that hoe been Imputed to
It by preachments does not exist.
There was no harm- In giving that
dinner, of which everyboey has heard.
at Mrs. Fish's house. burlesquing the
Russian Grand Duke Boris anti his
pretension!". The same thing could
have been dens, in any house. lees
conepicuous, to rounds of applause
and laughter from even fltinfleil
people• but tinder the cheep
It wagered and irritated a gre.,i
her of tho New York set.
Mrs. Fish always gets the pr.:
American vote, because she is
loyaleet American of them all. Sh
believes firmly that nothing on •
other side of the water equtils
Is on this side: and It was thie fee -
lug, far more than any desire for r.
vetegve that led her to give the hie
league Boris tliener. Kowtowing I
not in her line.
Taking No Chances.
-
Voting NV,* I w!p) !NIS CO plied tat. (lin.
nor for the tire. time) -Wnatever wi I
my litistutall sae- when he !wen that I
have quite attelitsd the Joint? Come,
Anna, we will tees who shall take it in
to leue—Filegende Blunter.
An Artful Bosse
In a New York street a wager‘
loaded with lamp globes collided
a truck and many of the globe
smashed. Considerable sy topat hy w ;i -
felt for the driver, ae he gazed elle
fully at the shkttered fragments. A
benevolent-looking gentleman eyed
him compassionately. "My poor
man," he svid„"I suppose you wi.,
htve to make good this loss out
your own pocket?" "Yep." was te•
melancholy reply. "Weil, well:'
the piallanthroplo old gantlets
hokt out -otir hat—here's a qua!
!er, for you, end ,I dare issItotile.._91.
'he* other people will glee Yon a
hi lying hand. too?" The driver bela
oat Ills hat 'tote :several perernne. 
t••ned to drop i•iiitts n :t. las1,1
Malaria Cannes Loot of Appetite.
,The Old Standard GROVE'S T.XSTE-
ILES'S ('Ill I.!. TONIC. drives mat ma-
laria and builds up the system. For
1 grown people and Children 5,0e.
_
Yarmouth," Stir Pittsburg.
PitS1)11";:. , Dt-0. I S. II11,,tina-
tifill teen Fete-nee that Come o eiie•
;4.1.o-a •Nugg!tig tenet's:win
Pit more has Is en ea2
ft d In eome but :he details,
of the troubles. wh:cli ha No beset the
1), 1.1 s . Ex- -
&pi ()I t lie !twee of Thaw. are just
I change. itt,v; . In:to; out. V:trtnouth and his
; Pittsburg belle, whose postie paid
etemoisite for him while the crowd
waited at the chureh, have nect•r
egret!. and their ineonapatibility has
boom., •a matter of internatithee
gossip. as, the )oungest ehild of •
Witieees Thew has a temper • r
own. yiesisurg friends are a





Quadruple Si14r Plated Comb, Brush and Mirror, bur-
nished with raiiked Freneh gray ornamentation, put np
in a fancy white lined ease,`exactly as above illustration.
Usually sold for $7.50, this week
$5.00 Cash








THE SUN PUBLISHING COMPANY
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rip: RUN can he found at that follow-
flog plow:







1 3s63 16 3832
2 6275 18 3410
4 3839 18 3795
3846 20 3791
6 3857 21 '1795
3865 22 "804
a'  3870 23 3901
9 3878 25, 3790
11 2867 26 2794
12 3854 17 2790
Vt  3849 28 3791
14 3845 29 3801
15 3832 30 38N)4
Total  109,049
Average. November, 1906.... 3.957
Average, November, le07.... 3,925
1)eCr4itse  32
Personally appeared before me,
this December ertl, 1e07, R. D. Mac-
Milieu, bush:tees manager of The Sun,
who affirms that the above state-
ment of the circulation of The Sun
for the Emmett of November, 19417,
I. true to the best of his knowledge
and belief.
PETER PURYEAR. Notary Public.
My commission expires January 23
19e S.
Daily Thought,
Let us have faith that right makes
might, and in that faith let us do
our duty as we understand it. -
Abraham lAncoln.
Don't blame Taft for not answer-
ing that "wireless." -Why should he
onhjece his hopes and plans to ̀ the
myeterions t•ther, stinee they have
just miceessfully ehloroformed Cor-
telyou?




Vhsece. le:tee:as in the far east.
.Li -,411 and the teetel
eietce, in.-viiably must involve China
eeo. Just now we seem to be in
fnvor In the Floweav Kingdom.
Our reenquiahment of that blood
tribute at the time of the Boxer re-
bellion gave us an advantage that
has leen well followed up. China
resetio Japana overtures to Europe
a lob Nevem it. to China's territory.
as an infringement on her elides of
sovereignty. There is a -possibility
of jealous rivalry between the two
oriental nations; se close of kin and
yet so unlike.
And yet, we must always beware
the time when Japanese dunning
traps es into affronting China, and
weavea an alliance with the "sleep-
ing giant- of the test. The .400,-
-aremetie cbinesie armed and drilled
by Japaneee and fighting for *the
orient against the occident, will cone
mice a power to cause u4 to ltanse
and reckon the Octet. We believe
Japan wants China's cooperatton in
her fight With us.
However, thete is another side.
An alliance of the yellow races would
necessitate, a defensive alliance of
the white races, and that might serve
to maintainthe International equili-
brium.
In the long run it is to be a test of
.lap virility against American
charaater. The decline of our -na-
tional virtues and stamina, will be
marked by the equally rapid amend-
alley teethe Japanese.
It is too much to ask that we like
the Japs. We couldn't like white
men under the circumstances, as we
look out across the Pacific. We and
the laps are like two women in a
house-there is plenty of room - for
both if each will keep out of the
way of the other; but it Is the ever
rteurring necessity of getting otit of
the way that strains the temper.
Our ships and forts ane, ordnance
selletes must be kept in readinese.
RS one of the means toward recon-
ciling the Japs to the siteation. We
mast as a nation acrupulously regard
their rights as a nation. But beyond
all ties, wie must see to it that the
Ammeter of our citizenship does not
deter:orate; our Moral fibre grow
pulpy, or our patriotism lack fire;
for it is in the last andlciviia the in-
dividuals, who cotnpotte a nation or
a tare, that count for endurance. and
- cane.. .
-11•••••••••••••••••••••
11Elleee TetE MAN BEHIND TILE
(ITN?
elterter-roceebse, produeed the' rifle
- that killed Goebel. 1.4 pertornied its
Ir.,pity as It is given to a fide to act.
elite
sill not tie treflifettlerre
The Body 'Merely Machine,
There are just any number of dis-
eases in which the Osteopattec is the
only treatment that will give any re-
lief at all.
The, various phases of neuralgia
and rheumhtism as an example yield
more -readily • to the Osteopathic
treatment than they do to medicine.
So too do lumbago, chromic head-
aches, partial. paralysis few, kindred
ailments, and to one who knows the
first principals of Osteopathy it is
easily to see why this is so.
Osteopathy is a *dentine system
of exercise for the nerves and organs
of the body-simply manipulation'
em which it restores structural nor-
'pante. Tee body is a tachine run
by unseen forces called life, and that
P may iun harmoniously it is neces-
sary that there be liberty of blood,
nerves and arteries from the gene-
rating point to destination. This it
what osteopathy dees-givek liberty
to the blood, nerves and arteries'.
It shut true to the umak as a vise-
tieed eye directed.
Some hard fisted miner eileft the
metal from the reek. e woodman
flashed the blade that felled the
sturdy tree from which the mock was
made. Tattened hands turned It.
Skilled rneeheults and experts con-
verted ice iso• inta reel and
cut the rifles teat sant the leaden
missile straight into the human tar-
get of a hateful marks-man.
There stands the gun in the court
room, unmoved and indiftereet. It
kilted a man, but what of that? It
was but the involuntarriminstrnmeet
of death. After that it eisappeared
taut .appears again.
lee a simple thing, is a gun. It is
not difficult to believe this may • be
tht- gun that did the bloody work.
Undoubtedly- Goebel was shot with
a gun. The bullet wound pewee
that. The calibre of the ball and its
character will determine whether or
not this particular weapon could
have done R.
Butit unfortunately, one can not
hang a' gun, and they seem to have
gotten no further in the lowers ease
than to metre that Goebel was slain
by a gun shot. Perhaps, if the
progeoution would take up the other
features of the ease and eon:eche
them in titter simplest explanations,
aud banish elforte to tied testimony
to support a romantic theory, the
rest of the stpry of Goebaes murder
would be as easy to establish as the
Identity of the gun.
Tom Lawson has assumed man
&gement of a gas company. Tout
has been eynclicating most of tee gas
for two years.
Nut mien hard times on Broad-
way.
Some one remarked that the cab-
inet made by Lincoln was saved from
the flames. We always insisted that
Seward was a better man than he
was given credit for being.
Lots of pour folks. Ding any-
thing for them?
The news is sudicient justification
(cm its oen publieation.
Champaign. III., went dry and has
Juan sent up her last "hoe ale" dis-
pense. asd now Champaign may be
cousidend extra dry.
TO JANUARY 4
MTH •Fls oF THE 11.1,1Nois
LEGIsi,Vri RE .%111.1011IN.
Joint Iteaolution 1•ostponee Further
Itusinees lentil After Holi-
days.
Springfield 111., De-. 18.-The
!mese...eve will reconvene Sata-clay.
Jartiery 4. both houses healing a ses-
siwl yesterday and passing a jeint
rei.eution introduced in the house tn.
adjourn to that date. Representative
Hear'n Introduced a bill making an
appropriation of 120,000 to pay for
the services of Merritt Star, of Chi-
cago, and .. for former Congremenati
Walter Reeves. of Streator, who are
assistipg Attorney General Stead in
proceetinge against the Economy
Light and Power company to one.
them from Dresden' Heights. -The
bill was advanced to a third reading
Mr...Hem-la's bill requiring railroads
to make specific reports of al: ex-
penises, interest bonds, etc.. to tht
state board of railway and warehouse






Arthur Williams, aged lo years,
was missed from his home pear
iloydeville, and was found three
hours later by a searching pare
with his foot caught inga steel traa
trap was chained to a tree and
the boy could not get loose or move
the trap. He called for assietance
but could not be heard...
The foot was badly lacerated be
the teeth of the trap and swollen,
but will not have to be amputated.
The boy is the son of A. D. Williams,
a well known farmer living in the
vieinity of Baydsville.
Dave Madden, aged 62, a promin-
ent citizen of this county, died at his
home near Farmington,. of pneaumen
Ia. He was twice married. His wife
and four children survive hen. The
burial took place ,at Farmington this
afternoon.
The -Aso blocks of brick street have
been eompleted. The last brick was
laid Tuesday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock.
Monday night Mite Mattie Woods
was married to J. Ed Smith. The
ceremony was performed in the Cath-
olic church parsonage by the Rev-
Father MeNeilley. The couple are
well known young people, the bride
being the daughter of Mrs. Eitjah
Crawford and the groom an energetic
young carpenter.
women Fight Over Bargains.
Des, Moines, Ia., Dec. 18.-Julia
Brown was fatelly stabbed by Loulite
Wright, colored. (teeming a criarrel
over a corset bargain at a rummage
gale, - A razor wsui..wietL the victim
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(Continued from last issue.)
CHAPTER XXV. ie
A Flutter in the Market.
The gray pall of the storm hung
over San Francisco. The dim light of
the morning scarcely penetrated into
the hallways as we climbed the stairs
that led to our lodgings, leaving be-
hind us the trail of dripping garments.
I heaved a sigh of relief as Trent
opened the door, and we once more
fac.ed the pleasingerospect of warmth,
dry clothing and friends.
Wes had made the run from Niles
without incident and had left the en-
gine on a siding at Brooklyn without'
being observed. If the railroad com-
pany still has curioitty, after all these
years, to know how that engine got
from Niles to Brooklyn, I trust that
the words I have just written may be
taken as an explanation and apology.
"Where's Bari:house?" I asked, be-
miming comfortable once more with
dry clothes, a warm room and a fresh
bandage on my arm.
"He hasn't shown up, sir," said
Trent. "Owens and Larson went out
to look for him toward evening yes-
terday, but there wasn't a sign of
him."
"Try again to-day. You may pick
up news at Borton's or some of the
water-front saloons."
"Oh, there was a letter for you,"
said Trent. "I near fogot."
I snatched the envoiope, for the ad-
dress was in the hand of the Un-
known. The, sheet within bore the
words:
"Where Is the boy? Have you re-
moved him? Send the key to Rich-
mond. Let me know when you re--
turn, for I must see you as soon as it
is safe."
I read the note three or four times
and each time I was more bewildered
than before. I hail left the boy in
Livermore, but certainly he was not
the one she meant. lie was the
"wrong boy," and my employer must
be well-aware that I had taken him
at her orders. Or could that expedi-
tion be a jest of the enemy to dieert
Tiny attention! I diamissed this theory
as soon as it suggested itself.
The closing portion of the note set
tny heart beating fast. At last I was
to have the opportunity to meet my
mysterfous employer face to face. But
what explanation was I to make?
What reception would I meet when
she learned that Henry Wilton "bad
given up his life in her service and
that 1, who had taken his place, could
tell nothing of the things she wished
to know?
I wrote a brief 'tote to Richmond
stating that I had no key, inclosed the
Unerown's note, with the remark that
I had returned and gave it to Owens
to deliver. I was in stelae wixiety lest
he might not know where Richmond
was to be found. But he took the
note without question, and I law down
with orders that I was to be called in
time to reach the opening session of
the stock market, and in a moment
was fast asleep.
The Stock Exchange was a boiling
and bubbling mass of excited men as
I reached it. I shouldered my way
through the crowd into the buzzing
Board-room as the session opened. Ex-
citement thrilled the air, but the open-
ing was listless. All knew that the
struggle over Omega was to be set-
tled that day, and that Doddridge
Knapp or George Decker war to find
ruin at the end of the call, and all
lite de, isive mo-
t could see nothing of Doddridge
Knapp, and the uneasy feeling that he
was at Livermore came over me.
What was my duty in ease he did not
appear? Had he left his fotune at the
mercy of the market to follow•his law-
less schemes? Had he been caught
in his ow trap, and was he now to be
ruined as the result of his own acts?
I might have spared my worry. The
'call had not proceeded far when the
massive form of Doddridge Knapp ap-
peared at the railing. The strong
wolf marks of the face were stronger
than ever as he watched the scene on
the floor. I looked in vain for a trace
upon him of last night's work. If he
had been at Livermore he showed no
sign of the passions or anxieties that
had filled the dark hours.
He nodded carelessly for me to
come to him as he caught my eye.
"You have the stock?"
"All safe."
"Ant the proxies?"
"Just as you ordered."
The King of the Street looked at me
sharply.
"Any orders?" I asked at last.
"Be where I can call you the, min-
ute I want you," he replied.
"Now, my boy," he continued after a
rm-rn:.:Lav Tiff Mcv mamma, OV7r ALIZIVai
minute, "you are going to see what
hasn't been scan in -the Boards for
years, and I ricken you'll never see it
again."
"What Is it" I asked politely. I
WKS prepared for almost any kind of
fireworks in that arena.
Dorldridge Knapp made no reply,
but raised hie hand as if to command
silence, and a moment later the call of
Omega seas heard. And, for a marvel,
a straage stillness did fall on the
throng.
At the word of call I saw Doddrldge
Knapp step down to. the floor of the
pit, calm, self-possessed, his shoulders
squared and his loot as proud and
forceful as that of a monarch who
ruled by the might of his sword, while
a grim smile played about his stern
mouth.
The silence of the moment that
followed was almost painful, when the
voice of Doeldridge Knapp rang like
a trumpet through the 1103rd-roma.
"Five hendred for Omega!"
This was a wild jump from 325 that
was marked against' the stock at the
close on Saturday, but I supposed the
King of the Street knew lot he was
about.
At the bid of Doddridge Knapp a
few -cries rose here and there, and
he was at once- the center of a group
of gesticulating brokers. Then I saw
Decker, pale, eager, alert, standing by
the rail across the room, signaling or-
ders to men who howled bids and
plunged wildly into the crowd that sur-
rounded his rival.
(To be continued in next Issue.)
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
t Every dose makes you feelbetter. Lax-Foe
keeps your whole insides tight. Sold on She
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i1 Tuxedo Vdts•
f -w,. lucre ii„. preith.„.......„ in „w1/4e i
i lines to he hail anywhere. • 71/
‘• Silk anti linen and pique evening vests Di :
1 
the proper single breasted styles, •
I
i 
figured groy.“ ale. Tuxedo vests Inn beautiful





gray patterns, with tie to match.
•
s
Our great sale of 'Rosenwald & Weil vests at
0 a
reductions approximating 20 to 30 m•r cent. Is
christinas suggestion of value.
i 
i






Dr. 0713. 1 Maga, 171-6-13ronnaray,
IINNIIIhre vulllina.414"ollgooti'mlitswat 4 n'ollisseit r -:j . ---4 - phone, 1407.
....... ............esessenssee..." Ism essossevreavvii‘ *a
A Merry Christmas 
•
May Chrbitunts pack your stocking,
from toe to tee, full of prosperity!
And your tliristmas Joy be bright
as berries on the holly wit•atel
cherli 
at 
nitt's1 r Tiervtn,%is sTL:rainve lb.:. like the
•
May every heart beat time to the
Music of tete Christmas Bells.
May the old be young again-
though you're fifty, sixty, temerity or
more, eatay you feel once again as you
,did when you crept doun stairs in the
(limning to see if Santa lied bees
down the eheinucey.
May our Customers, Old Friends
and New----everyone-feel the hearty
laand-elasit of this store, %hit "A
Merry, Merry Christmas and Thanks!
Thanks, for making this our best




The teachers in the city schools re-
ceived the phasing information this
neareing that the school board would
nieet in called session Friday after-
noon to allow the December salaries.
The full amount for the month will
be allowed and the teachers paid the
money -betcre the holidays.
The pupils in all the schools hove
been asked to -bring offerings of Pro-
risions,•frult and cantle Friday after-
noon to be turned over to the Charity
club foredistribution among the poor
ehiedren of the city-
Mete Susan Smith, teacher at the
That our American rorests abound in
plants which possess the Most valuable
medicinal virtues is abundantly attested
by scores et the most eminent medical
writers and teacher,. Even the untu-
tored Indians had discovered the useful:
nese of many native plants before the
advent of the white race. This informs-
ti,m, impanel' freely to the whites, led
the latter to continue investigations until
Gt-day we have a rich assortment of most
valuable American medicinal roots.
•ee-
ler. Pierce believes that our American for-
ests a ci fin tonat.valueble medicinal roots
f the u t most obstinate and fatal dim-
e If wo Properly lusted/ate them;
an or thrs conviction, be
pet with p ;An almost wisevelgui
covers which has nratroltself to he the,
t.o_a_egigtent atomaeh mwir liver
sta. or ledereaUon. to liver. Tanctiocal
nitwn to sts-




and even valvular and other affections of
the heart yield to its curative action. Tbe
reason trhy it cures these and many other
affections, Is clearly sbown in a little book
of extracts from the standard medical whits
which is mailed free to any address by Dr. R.
V. Pierce. of Buffalo. N. Y., to all sending
request for the same.
aZe. 'Ms Ca.
Not lees marvelous, to the unparalleled
sures it is constsntir making of woman's
many pc-cults affections. weaknesses and
dIstreirdng d-r •ments.,Is Dr. Pierce's
radorite react-19.10 s Is amply attested
by thous& o testimonials con-
tributed byig eful pa who hay ri
rured
eteac Ir
rt tta_ CAP . 
o u ,r4 erten
a ter many other a vett c and
physicians bad failed.
•
Roth the above mentioned medicines are
wh,lly made an from the eerie extracts of
natt re, medicinal nytts. The processes em-
pita ti tin their manufacture were original
with Pr. Pie- 2e, and they are earrIM on by
sk411-11 chemists and pharmacists with the
ant of apparatus and annilances 5Decialir
desI,zned and built tor this purpose. Itotri
Redeems are Maitre.; free frotr alcohol and
all other hartr.fal. habit-forming drugs. A
full hat of their ingredients Is printed on
meth hot tle-wrapper.
, , 6( 11,0, will spend the
holidays visiting friends in Binghamp
ton, New York.
The-cadet class will meet this
afternoon with Superintendeat Car-
nagey. This will be the last meeting
of the class until January 8,
The 'boys of the high school lure
holding regular rehearsals and are
working hard, preparing for the min-
strel to be given in the auditorium
the night of January 10.
"Reetrived That the 'Present Finerrol
dal Panic Could Have Been Averted"
will be the subject discussed by he
BoS-s' Debating society Friday atter-
noon. A musical program will also









Mt Carmel  " 8.5
Neetrville-missing.
Pittsburg  6.7
St. Louts  5.0
Mt. Vernon  "11.5
Pad u eah 10.5


























The Peters Lee or the Georgia Lee,
of the Lee line, will start from ekm-
phis Thursday, January 2 and run to
Cincinnati. There will be a boat each
way once a week.
The Mary Anderson will go today
or tomorrow to Duck river to .tow
lunrbey.
The towboat Nellie passed up the
Tennessee last evening.
Tire Clyde will leave tonight at 6
o'clock for the Tennessee and" RiVer-
ton, Ala., with a good trip of jugs
and Cheletanas goods.
The Joliet S. Hopkins is due in
teem Evansville tonight gild will
leave on her return trip immediately.
The Kentucky is date Friday morn-
ing.
The Dick Fowler did a good freight
business yesterday. She took 500
sacks of corn to Cairo from this port
and brought back . 180 bundles of
wagon shafts from Metropolis.
The Sprague will be in from Eliza-
bethtown to go on the ways the last
of this week.
The Buttorff got in from Clanks-
elite anti out for Nashville this morn-
ing.
The Charles Turner passed Out of
the Tentmeseennd went on to Japes
last night with a low-ttilf
The Margaret is due out of the
Tennessee today with a tow of ties
for El root port.
The Baffle° is due to leave St.
touts this afternoon at 5 o'clock. She
a-ill arrive here Thursday night.




The Ohio, t at Eveneville and Mt.
Vernon, will continue rising daring
the next three days. At Padawah and
Cairo, will continue' rising during the
next several days.
The Tennessee, at Florence, will
cn'uunttnitu' stsittg dating tire-  tt
hours, then rtrnaln nearly stationary
for a day. At Riverton and Johnson-
ville, will continue rising dnring the
next 36 hours,
The Misiarsippl, from below St
Louis to above Cairo, tiot mules
change during the next 36 home.
The Wabash, at Mt. Carmek wilt
continue rising daring the next 12 te
2-1 hour, then fall.
 •
HOTEL ARRIVALS
St. Nieholas-W. T. ihteDugal, Fal-
lon; I. N. Lewis, Fulton; George
PieLds. Benton; R. le Fields, Fulton;
J. W. Erman, eleyfield; W. T. Gard-
ner, Memphis: T: B. Helm, Benton;
Bud Gibson, Memphis.
-Palmer--Tom Gain, he. Angela'
F. B. Burns, N. Y.; L. R. Armstrong,
See Louis; Eugene Smith, Denver;
M. B. Holmes, Louisville; John S.
Hobson, Central City; B. Browne,
Chicago; F. J. Ryker, Boston; ett C.
Crenshaw, Frankfort,
Beleedere-J. A. Wilkinson, Sal-
tIllo, Tenn.; L. B. Turner, Chicaep:
Torn Hayden-, Rock Castle; J. E. At-
kinson, Louisville; II. 0. A lb a
Memphis; B. D. Smith, Saltlike Anna
Langston, Daweon Springs; E. W.
Burtes, Evansville; C. W. Negley,
Florence, Ala.
New Rtchmond-E. G. Frances,
Nashville; Sam Shelton, Metropolis'.
Boyd Gorbarn, Ft. Henry, Tenet.:
Willie NVilson, Cairo; W. S. Genktinte
Golconda; E. M. Townsend. Sugar-
tree, Tenn.; Joseph Phillips, Model,
'Penn.: G. W. McFall. Elizabethtown;
Joe Arnold, Memphis.
"Hop Al." Joints Fined 1$2,000.
Champaign, Ill., Dec. 18.-The
sensational prosecution for violation
of the lfquor laws concluded today
when ex-saloonista who have been
rurrning 'top ale" resorts in. Oham-
paip were fined $2,000 and costs in
the county 'court.. All1 the Places
closed their doors toil and Cham-
paign te "dry."
DEPARTMENT STORE.
Is opens evenings to keep those'
who cannot conveniently come in
the daytime. A band of music will
Inlay at intervals. from 7 to 9 o'clock.
Our cut price Christmas sale is on
in earnest Everything is reduced
to the lowest notch.
7e Calicoes going for 514c.
$10 Coats for women, 46.50.
, $12.50 Coats for women, $7.50.
$15.00 Cotes for women, $9.00.
$3,0.90 Coats for women, $15A)0 .
Coat Suits Saerificed.
50c to $7.50 for Furs worth dou-
ble.
b8c to $5.00 reduced price for
children's Coats.
49c to /5.00 are the reduced Prices
for women's Waists.
bargain prices.
$25 men's Suits for $15.90.
$5 boys' Bolts for $3.150.
Handkerchiefs, Umbrellas, Combs,
Holiday Slippers and Shoes at
$6.00 Hats for women at $2.51).
-11 Gloves for men at 75c.
$18 men's Overcoats for $12.64).
Bette, Alper fikawier, Fascinators.
jetertery, • Untleewear. ' Statile 'Teri






si Jet of Yurs for fluis
Let us show you our superb line
priced at monehy-saving figures.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
Is given by any transfer company in
America. Flue carriages for special
Occasions on short notice; als,o ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
-Forms for real estate agents for
sale at this office.
-Mr. H. C. Hollins fas left the
City for a few months, and I have ac-
quired an interest in his business and
shall look after It for him. Any in-
formation with reference to any
branch of It will receive prompt at-
tention it you will call up The Sun
office. Both phonies 358. E. J. Pax-
ton.
-Order your engraved calling
cards for Christmas and Christmas
gifts from The Sun at once. 1040
cards and plate $1.20.
-For numbering machines, band
deters, rubber type and steceils of all
kinds, call on The Diamond Stamp
'Works, 115 South Thirds Phones 358.
-100 visiting cards and plate for
$1.543 at The Sun, special prices foe
the holidays.
Chicken feed, pigeon feed, oyster
shell, Lee's !ere killer, leg Vanes,
• 
 ii-
CUb4ttOr5. brooders, etc., at M. J. Tope
Seed Co.
-The Sun is showing the prettiest
lines of fancy stationery for the holi-
days you will see anywhere. Give
your order at once, for thrigtnias.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make the requeeta direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
/0 carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
-Place your orders -for weeding
Invitations at home. The Sun Is
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere. •
-Pianos $50 arin up. Organs $10
arid up. Easy payments. Fred P.
Watson & Bro. V. H. Thomas man-
ager, ell Broadway. Phone 573-r.
-The Is. S. of B. of L. F. & E.
will give a dance Wednesday night,
December 18th. at Red Men s hall.
Tickets, one .lady and gentleman nO
cents; each accompanying lady 10
Cents. No objectionable characters
will be admitted.
-The Rev. V. T. Smith, of Earling-
ton, who was called by the Washing-
ton etreet Baptist church (colored)
. will, preach at 7;30 -o'clock Thursday
evening.
-Remember that J. J. Bleich hris
at his office on Fourth street. oppo-
f 
Ambre Royale
with its faint, elusive sweeteaess
Bouquet Farnese
that is delleate,subtle and lasting
Cytise
inspired by the sweet, dainty
odor of Wildflowers, and
Extra Violette
redolent wIth the breath of fresh
field flowers.
The above are a few sug-
gestions from our big line of
fine imported perfumes.
As Xmas presents they are
a pleasure and compliment to
any refined lady, and they do
Aedit to the sender. Let us
show you.
Drtigigliates
F IMMO]. Ope.Palmer heft.
site the old telephone office, a large
and fine line of jewelry-rings,
watches, bracelets, charms, lockets.
etc., which you can buy for good deal
less than bank, goods wOuld Cost on
Broad way.
-The Ladies' Aid society of the
Trimble Strect. Methodist church will
hare a baaaar Friday at Mrs. Mills'
ntfIlinery store, 316 Broadway'.
__Is you would give your boys
pleasure for Xmas. give them some-
thing they enjoy; a foot ball, punch-
ing bag or boxing gloves. R. D.
Clements & Co. have a coniplete line.
--Just received another large
shipment of those $6 and $7 Stetson,
Henan and EdwinClapp fine shoes
which we sell for only $4. Ike
Cohen, l06 South Second.
BOY HAD PERMIT
A buy and a woman, who appeared
old enough for his mother, shied into
the office of County Judge Ligntfoot
yesterday afternoon and inquired if
the judge would perform a marriage
ceremony.
"Certainly," said the court, "but
where is the couple?"
"Right here." said- the two, red
with blushes.
"Ali right, if you've got the license
I can miarry you," was the reply, and
in less than a few seconds they were
made one and left the court house in
the rain without an umbrella, though
apparently happy. Their names Were
Amos E. Downs, who gave his age as
16. and Clera Cooper, who, the youth-
ful husbland said, is "just ;2." The
hay ̀etas thg permission of his father
In writing "to marry anybody he
wiehes."
CUT IN GENERAL FIGHT
Hies:dente profusely from knife
wounds about the faces and neck.
Cbailes Thdmas, colored, was taken
to the police 'Station last night and
received medical attentioe from City
Physician Williamson. Thomas was
cut in a general fight at s saloor at
Tenth and Husbands streets and ac-
cuses Win Loving of wielding the
Italie. Wesley Pembieton. who 'was
mixed up in the fight, was arreeted
and loeked up. while Loving 1* stIll




FAlward Reeves, of Fulton: Frei;
Clarke, of Blanchard, Ill., and Mar-
shall WIlliatns are at the Richmond
iliVee awaiting the fined exafination
to enlist In the United States arm).
Captain Reed will be here the last of
this week to gire the examination.
MARTIN KELLEY IS GIVEN
INNURANCE OF *8,400.
Martin Kelley, a well krtown young
4notype operator, empl4ed cm-a Pa-
ducah newspaper, was the only .bene-
ficiary of an Insurance policy for
$8.400 held by his brother, John, a
railroad engineer, who was eblied in
a wreck- in Arkansas. The money
was paid to Mr. Kelley this week,
Broadway Methodist Dinner and
Supper.
The ladies of Broadway Methodist
church will serve dinner and supper
on Thursday at 215 Broadway. A
liberal patronage is solicited. The
menu is:
35c-Dinner---3.3e
Roast Turkey. Cranberry Sauce.












Perfect shape, Norway spruce,
Christmas trees with holders, all
lees and prices.
. C. L BRUNSON & CO.
e29 Broadway.
.•
Notice to the l'ablic.'"
In compliance with an order of
resew' etessoesee canoes! e her...he now% 
every ,properny holder ill sewer dee,
t drat NO.  1, Of tise City- 6t, Focktman.
KttliteCk3:. to connect With the sewer
f}-Pfs 44'1, i
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Mrs. Hiceeker Club Hostess.
Mee. John S. Illeeeker is enter-
tamping the Sans Souci club this af-
ternoon at her home, 409 North
Fifth street, in honor of Mrs. J. Kr.
B. Bleeeker, of Boston, and Mrs.
William B..Webb. In addition to
the four regular club tables there is
an extra table of guests.
To Organiee Maw!. Club.
Fifteen re: the younger society
boys will meet tonight at Guthele's
store and organize a elute that will,
give a series of dances this winter.
The club promises to be an cuttausiae-
tie one.
Matinee Musical Club.
The Matinee Musical club Is meet-
ing this afternoon, at the Woman's
club house. The program is a de-
lightful one presenting . "Christmas
Music" entirely. Mies Mary Scott
and Miss Letha Puryear ,tie the lead-
ers.
Open Art Meeting at Woman's Club.
The Woman's club will meet on
Thursday afternoon at the chub
house. The open meeting is under
the auspices of the Art department,
Miss Anna Webb, chairman. The
program is an attractive one -on
Italian oeuipture, with some musical
features. Clever talks will be made
by Mrs. John J. Dorian. Mist; Comp-
ton, Mra Victor Voris and Miss Jen-
nie Gilson,
Bosizeltallance Wedding.
The marriage of Miss Jeannie Boa*
of Graves county, and Mr Hearl Rel-
iance. of Hard Money, took place thie
afternoon at 2 o'elock at the home
of the bride.
They are popelar swing people in
their seetions. The bride is an at
traetive young woman, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John Boaz. The
bridegroom Is a son of tit Rev. J. H.
Reliance. of Hard Money. His site
ter is As. J. Cannon Bonner. of
1601 Madison street, Paducah. The
couple will reside at Hard Money.
Haddox-Harkey.
The wedding of Miss Genie Mae
Maddox. of Woodville, and Dr. Clif-
ford Harkey, of lovelaceville. will
take Maio at the Bethel church at
Woodville, 'this evening at 6:30
o'clock. "The attendants will be Mess
011ie Holbert, maid of honor, and
Mr. Bob Harkey, best man; elitaes
lila Murphy and Laura Street, brides
maids: Messrs. Charles Tomlinson
and Lynn Myers, groommen;
Mieees Gertrude Haddox and Eddie
Rutherford are the ' flower girls.
miss Ella Massie will play the wed,-
ding march. They are popular young





We have just received
notice from the well-
known makers of the
celebrated Manhattan
Shirts of the following
reduction of prices:
$1.75 and $2.00 quality re-






This will be good news
to those who desire to
make a substantial gift
of the best and most per-
fect fitting shirt made.
amm r. •
" NT. s% .:1 `•
is a son of Mr. S. A. ilarioe , or this
cety. Friends from Paduraii wit at-
the wedding.
Dance Post polled.
The dance to be giver] In honor of
Miss Tess Manning. of St. Louis.
on Thursday sorting. has been post
poued until after Christmas, as many
ofeehe young men are too busy to
attend. •
Mrs. J. A. McCollum and little son,
Verne Wade, will leave tomorrow for
leradentoen, FM., to spend the win-
ter.
Mrs, F.' L. Lemieux .s visiting her
mother. Mrs. A. C. Rower. of Maxon
Mills, who is quite Ill.
Mr. Edward Ewell, of Birmingham.
Ala., formerly of this city, will spend
Christmas with hie sister. Mrs. M. E.
Barn, 313 North Sixth street.
Messrs. Cullen Tate and Isaac Hale
will return Friday from Bellbuckie.
Tenn , where they are attending
.scheol.
Miss Erline Boone has returned
from Fulton.
Mieses Mollie Gardner and Bessie
Taxbrough, of Mayfield, who have
been the guests of Mrs. Arthur Dunn.
have returned home.
Mrs. Tennis Wood, who has been
the- guest of Mrs. Roy Morgan, on
Clay street, has returned to Benton.
Mrs. F. M. Turner, of Huntingdon.
Tenn.. is the guest of her sister. Mrs.
N. P. Gardner, Fifth and Washington
stretite.
Mr. Harry Jecksetn. who has been
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
S. Jackson. of South Fifth street, has
gone to Tampa, Fla., to join the
Monitor and Merrimac 'exhibition,
which has left the Jamestown exposi-
tion for a road tonr. Mr. John Wan
leen. of this city, is with the show.
Master Harold St. John. of Nash-
ville, who hes ise•en visiting his
cousin. Mrs. Clarence Loo‘, of South





teacher of Calienvay county. is visit-
ing Mr. W. E. Gilbert, 1201 Salem.
Alvt.L11e.
Hon. Frank A. Lucas went to
Wickleffe today on legal business.
-Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Houseman,
e26 South Sixth street, are parents
of a baby boy. born last night.
A baby girl was born to Mr. and
Mrs.,W. F. Perry, of $26 Clark street,
this morning.
Mit" Mildred Humphreys. of Hop-
eins,ville. will spend the holidays
with Miss Caroline Ham, of 313
North Sixth street.
Mr. James Bulgur, of Eighth and
Jones streets,‘whone arm wan aimost
shot off while hunting. a convales-
cing and the doctors state that there
Is uo more danger of amputation
being necessary.
W. E. Gilbert., of Dexter, is
siting his brother. Attorney M. E.
Gilbert..
Policeman Jack Albritton. of Mat--
field. was in the city this morning en
route to Cairo.
City Attorney and etre. Bert Bon-
field, of Mayfield,eirrived in the city
this morning.
Officer Jack Lewis and Mice Nell
Lewis, of Ma,yfield, are In the city to
•
day.
Mr. W'alter Haverfiekl, of Mayfield,
is here having his eyes treated by a
specialist.
Attorney R. L. Smith. of Clinton,
was In the city this morning en route
to Eddyville.
Attorney Mike Oliver went to Ben-
ton this morning.
Mr. Eugene Smith, of Hese:, was
here this mefning en route (rot Lin-
coln, Neb., where he is attending
school.
Me. atrd Mrs. Marc Antony. of Lex-
ington, are the guests of Mr. and MIt'S.
\V. B. 34111s, 2000 Jefferson beiule-
yard,
Mies Mary Louise Roberta has re-
t limed to her home in Jackson, Tenn.,
after a pleasant visit to Miss Coring-re
Winstead, 629 Washington street.
Mr. Pearson Leckwood. who is
studying ministo, at Divtoity Hall.
Lebarion, Tenn.. will be borne' Thurs-
day to spend Cheistmas with his
parents at S21 South Sixth street.
MT. A. E. Boyd has returned. from
Lowes.
erred...An Threlkeid, of Smithiand,
Ts In the cele-on legal business.
F. M. Blush, aseletant cashier of the
First State bank, of Smithland. Is in
the city today on business.
Mr. George W. Ctinard and daugh-
ter. Leona, of Louisvil.le, will spend
Christmas in thie city.
Mr. Bell Nichols, who is attending
State college, will be home Thursday
to ;Trend Christmas with his mother.
415 South Sixth street.
Miss Fred Paxton will be home
Friday from Marys-1101e, Mo.. where
'-he I, attendleng school, to smote
ChristtnIte with her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. W. F. Paxton, 1039 Jefferson
street.
Miss Myrtle Abram, of Louisville.
wee rerriveihis evening to visit Mrs.
.1,ullus Friedman, of North Sixth
street.
Mrs. -E. Fowler, of Sturgis., .will ar-
rive tomorrow to be the guest of her
daughter, Miss Irene Fowler during
the bonds, s.
Miss he' Stile, Mies Nell Lewis.
etre. Will Browlie Ma's. Carrie Brown,
MRS. M. B. iloltifleld and Mesre. M.
et..140111fiela and John Lewis. of May-
held, are guests of Manchester Cit-Ove,
W. 0. W., today, •
Luce Grogan, of Murray. sec-
of the First District Educe-
aseociation, and a leading
attentlent, from the 'Hopkins-
aey 'am tante this forning fer
Wileetor,-etelorede debee-wete tide
el s es/later olreilit come Mon. 




A. D. White; a well &tossed strang-
er, who created a disturbance on
Kentucky avenue last night by at-
tcutpting to enter a private residence
while drunk, was fined $,S and coats
in police court this morning.
,Janies Butler was fined $e for
throwing rocks throught a teetau
rant at the Union station yeeterday.
E. W. Bauer, for flourishing is
pistol, was fined $to• and no costs.
C. A. Barker, who it was alleged
lore Mt his home and beat his wife
while drunk. was tined $10 and the
charge against him for carrying eon-
coaled a deadly weapon, was filed
away. He was also put under , a
peace bond of 2e00 to be of good
behavior for twelve months.
The petty larceny case against
Freeman Torian was continued nnt
tomorrow morning,
The case against Wesley Pembie
ton for malicious cutting, was con-
tinued.
ikeele
W. T. Cotter to (teem Bank and
Trust company, one acre in county.
$500.
Giorgi' Rush to Lizzie Rush, prop
erty in the county, $1, etc.
elarriage ineetwee.
Amos E. Downs and Clara Crom-
well.
Beale Benefice and Fannie Boaz.
Faulk Ruchter and Gertrude. Bee-
per.
la .Cireult ,Court.
Mose Vaughn and limes Tacker.
Who were arraigued in circuit cow'.
this morning on a robbery charge,
were granted a continuance until the
April torte of court. They were re-
turned to jail In default of bail
Veterans Oppose Bill.
Confederate veterans of Paducah
went on record last nignt as being
unalterably opposed to the passage of
any bill by the national congress teen-
siontng ex-Confederate soldiers and
endorsing the stand of Gen. Stephen
D. Lee in opposing the meafeure entre..
(Need by Rirh+crud Pearson Hobson.
The action was taken at the regu-
lar !north's meeting of the James T.
Walberi camp of veterans. The feel-
ing of the members was voiced- by
Capt. Joe E. Potter, who said that
the veterans had demonstrated to the
world that they were able to care for
themselves and the southern states
had made ample provisions for car-
ing for theeold'soldlers who wt te not
a. If-sustaining.
• The camp e'ected the following offi-
cers for the year.: - Commander. Jo-
seph E. Potter; first 'Lieutenant. R. M.
Myles: second lieutenant, W. Stew-
art Dick; third lieutenant. John L.
Webb; adjutant, Thomas Langdon:
treasurer. B. H. Scott.
Ripley Gets New Val. '
Charl:1; Ripley. tbrungist7no was
convicted in police court Monday for
selling whisky Sand's, has been
granted a new trial by Judge Crnss.
Ripley was not present when the ease
was called and the court took his eh-
senee as a plea of guilty. Later he
appeared before Judge ('roes and se-






A handsome pair of Silk
Suspenders is one of the most
nopular gifts, for mankind,
for Christmas-reasonable in
price, boxed in special holi-
day boxes and a very appro-
priate remembrance. Our dis-
play this year is more beauti-
ful than ever before, em-
braeing everything the mar-
kets afford in stunning pat-






The above new toy is a
CoaCer that needs no snow. It runs like the
wind, can be guided or instantly stopped; is a
spl .ndid toy for all the year.
• -.1
This is the year for useful
P. es-rits and Hart has just that kind. The en-
tire line is composed of big values at the price:
even the 10c a-ticles are great ones.
The assortment is well up
in all modern presents for all ages and sizes.
I lart can show you something new, attractive,
useful, pretty and at a price that is within
reach of any purse.





Sulfa:critters inserting want ads is
The eun eill kindly remember that
all such items are te he paid for
ehen the an Is inserted, the rule ap-
Sign; to every one vtahout ascent-
Clots.
ROOMS for rent ltle Clay.
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
MITCHELLS for nigh-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR heating and stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
FOR Dh.i woUlt, old phone
2361.
FOR SALE --Roll top desk • with




with board, 326 South.Third.
FOR SALE-Upright piano. exth
7- ---
FOR S.'1/4 1.1*.-- EXpit.,4 wagon in
eesel contleion. Apply 7e7 Welshing-
I
A It lots in southwest-
ern town. Spierelid pr000sition for
good man. Oklahoma, (er(' Sun.
- 1.1151-- At use of the oleo-ire








and young, for sal
strain. raised fro
and front 20 to 23 pound hens. Some





Address Mrs. A. 5E). Miles,
1. Box CO. Padueah. lete
El)---You to share in
as Christmas ger? DraJgh-
ores Psectical Business College COM.
patty wheal has a chain of 30 'col-
leges, has issued six hundred thou-
sand dollars In Xmas gite drafts In
.QAlle'fitnomAiation3 of $10,o0 and $15.90
to be sent to the prospective, students
Send seer name and address to
Draughon's College. 314-316 Broad-
way, Paducah. and you will receive
one of these Cbristmas gift drafte
cheap. here South Fourth.
_
FOR RENT-Furnishel room, all
modern conveniences. Apply 615
North Fourth street, Old phone 1498.
J. E. MORGAN horse ehoeing,
general repairing, rubber tires, 4O8
South Third,
tox terrier
dog pup. Return to s19 Jefferson
street And be rewarded.
WANTED-To rent house or cot-
tage by permanent tenant. Address
P. G. M., care Sun.
FOR REeNT-Twe rams for ligh.
housekeeping. Fifth and Jackson.
Phone 222.
LT-A plain gold cuff button
with initials C.' K. Return to this
office and receive reward.
- FOR RENT-Two turn ished
rooms. Bath and all modern conven-
iences, 9Is Broadway.
'WANTED- Position as clerk in
grocery: seven years experience. (Pool
references. Aderess W. Care Sun.
- WANTED ---- Position its private
nurse. Mrs. Lee Stewart, New Rich-
mond hotel.
FOR- RENT-re-iiiiiinably-, one four-
; oioni brick cottage. Apply 6211
Kentucky aveime.
i LOST---A white and lemon pointer
:bitch. A. liberal reward paid for
. her return to 31.5 North Fifth street.
FOR 1'1;NT-1'p-to-date four room
flat, 1410 Broadway. Phoue 765, or
see L. D. Sanders.
FOR RIANT-Four.room cottage,
521 Jackson street. Enquire 1100
Trimble street.
FOR RENT-A Snide of fornishen
rooms to gentlemen. Over Ivereon &
Wallace's dreg store. Seventh alid
Washington streets, •
DON'T FORGET the Hole-in-the-
Wall. 11.1 1,4 South Third street, for
ett Ne-eon-ca tamales and sand-
wiches of all kinds.
FOR KENTUCKY CCU,. Pate-
burg coal, dry stove wood, heating
wood, bundled and loose kindling,
telephone 2413. Johnston-De-niter
Coal Co.
WAN+ED-- Posit ion as , tleIlvers
 _
man or other, like eittployment, b.!
young man whoeknowe the city. 'ten
furnish -references. Adetrese G. L. IT .
eare Sun .
,Eaertnite rittmsrvirrevr.'-
ly done. Satisfaction guaranteed
Work etalled for and delivered. Oat
trial is all I ask. James Duffy, &Hitt
Ninth Motet, near Broadway. Phan,
338-5
Fortune Telling.
Do not fail to muslin Zereda Ha
merles. Gypsy fortune-teller, Ladles
25 cents, gentlemen 50 cents. Hoeft
10 to 9 every day. Ctistp In Forest
park. Rowlandtown. She tells every-
.-111.11.
HEALTH 4H.TH I I; :It All e
V .%(*(1 \
Offic• T. Graves today
oeseinaeo eight prisoners.. Who were
11lif'l'' te the penitentiary. They
will be taken away next week.
NOT .1 III: VTR RI:Polt1
SIN( I. LAST SNT1 RI111.
ilealtliffil conditions sent to pre-
vail In Paducah in spite t..f the num-.
i.er of colds one encounters over the
Sty, and not a single ehite death
has been reported since last Suter
day in the ciey.
Epidemiem End Schnoi Work.
St. Paul, NEnn , t s.
state board of hea1 - 11 it is ,:0S4‘41 the •
eehooltt at Farmington, Minn.. be-
cause of twaelet ft'ser. Many cases
were reported as measles. Diphtheria
at Big Falls has flcised -the ohools
there. The high school and one grade
room at New Vim have suspended
work because four teaelrers (limo ii'.
contact with a smallpox patent.
Mayor Busse Bays Another Farm.
Mayor Bosse wet his father have
bought -the thirty-acre farm of the
mayor's brother-in-law. H. C. Se-hen-
(fort. neer Waurotrda. With teeie
Fee lake end. the Busse* now own
10,00 400 acres in that section.
1 Business for Snit4,„, busi-
ness of the Williams Bicycle
Co. is to be sold to dlietritotte
the estate of the late Memel
B. Williame.
This firm has enjoyed the
best trade in the Iffy foe the
ram eleven years. good
live man with entail cIPital
here is your opportunity
eons tee
Fete leietii Ware cull leant






be that there is something more *ben cRusHED To
just the shade of Givvena hair that
Ate objected to. A ,letter front himt;
RED HEADED MEN 
which was literally smothered in soft
lovelike phrases. said that he would
i, meat her here and that he would be
prepared to show and to prove to bet'
that he was the man he claimed to
Cupid and Matrimonial Agency t'r m mi9s 3tenen Own c°nfen-sion he had told her that he amount--
Battled By Whim ed to some pumpkins in Kokonto.
Asked whether he had proven this to
be true she demurred a while and
then evaded the question by declar-
ing: "It would Dot make any differ-
ence If he were the mayor and the
°wile-nor the whole town. That hair
would settle his case with me."
Miss Messey when she left home,
took with her only enough money to
pay her way berg and was forced to
make an appeal Der funds with which
to get borne. She confided In Officer
Cairo, lii,, Dee. 18.—After a thrill- Carol', whom she saw at the Central
Union station last night and he tee-
ing elopement from her quiet home
c
in Ballard county, Kentueky. and a
ured for her a ticket. Miss Messey
refused to tell the name of her home
lonesome trip to Cairo to meet her
town, but said that it was some Placeaffianced husband whom after a - ,4
tal courtship she had promised to 
in Ballard county.
wed, Mary B. Meese,y, a pretty 18-
year-old girl, decided yesterday after ORGANIZF: CHICAGO CLUB.
one look at Michael Givven's red head
that married life with him would not
he what it is commonly (-racked up to
be. Acrordingly she jilted him on
the spot and shat would here been a Chi, age, Dec. IS—it is stated that
mote romantic affair was turned into elanee .1. Calialien, former manager
a sad ending. of the local American league club.
Giv-ven arrived yesterday at noon accepted a proposition from the Amer-
from Kokomo, lad, to meet and wed ican association to establish a club of
the girl of his choice---the girl he that organization in Chicago. The
had picked out front a long list of framhisa and players of the St. Paul
those who answered his "wanted aloha) were offered Callahan. The
wife" ad. in a matrimonial paper election was taken at a secret meeting
few months ago. as the one beat bet. attended by officer* of the American
Now he Is heart broken and dieconso- at-ea-lateen. The Aferican league club
late. Also is the pretty Miss Messey. owners at a recent meeting In Chia
But as she weeping:y told police (MIL cago in:eructed President Johnson of
tee James Casey. "I just couldn't live that organization to oppose the pro-
ject before the natidtal comities on
and te take action leading to the
"outlawing" of the American associa-
tion if that body persisted in its plan
to place a club in Chicago. It is ex-
pected the league's attitude will not
be changed and that it will receive
the eupport of the National league
also:
Ballard taninty Girl tenth! Not
Stand Hair of Man With Whom
She Corresponekil.
CAIRO ROMANCE WAS ENDED.
with a rei-headed man, I jtet know I
couldn't. They are always so cross.*
Miss efeeeey is a comely brunette
with an attractive form and a radiant
oval, olive-tinged face set off with a
Perfect set of peatay vi-hte teeth,
which **see in a smile through an
occasional idowupour of tears with a
most captilating effect.
Despite alter drooping lashes and
her demur manner it is quite evident
that Miss eleeeey has a will of her
own and perhaps a temper, It may
Amer-ken .essociation Franchise and
Players of St. Paul Offered.
THE PAM
DEATH
LOUIS WARD, tatleilleje C GHT
istaltr.:Ex RAILROAD CARS.
Horrible Accident in Illinois Central
Ilailroati lards—Had lime!
Character.
Louie Ward, colored, an employe
of the Illinois Central railroad L11111-
'09.115% was caught betwean two cars
near the cinder pits. in the local
yardat yeetezday afternoon and rA-
celved injuriets front which he died
before the hospital was readied.
None of the other employes saw
the aeeident and they knew nothing
of it until his lifeless body was no-
ticed in the bottom of the cinder
pit.Neard was about 40 years of
age and had alwaye borne a good
reputation. He was formerly porter
at the Mattil?Efinger undertaking
tablishment, but went to work fca
the railroad company about a yeie
ago. The body was carried to th
Watkins undertaking establIshmete
and ',revered for burial and a
removed to the home at Eighth
A d a me streets.
File littnek Fedetatioe.
Goidfield, Nev.. Dec. US.-'-The
field Mine Ownerie assocettion ha- I
submitted it statement to the com-1
missiott which President Roosevelt
bas sent to Goldfield, declaring the '
the Weetern Federation of Miner
not a lebor organization, but a ,
binatater in reetraint of trade, and
that it is treasonable. Quotatiens
were made from the preamble. consti-
tution and beeaws of the federation,
The statement was officially re-
ceived, and consideration will be be-
gun at 9 o'clock tomorrow.
Today was spent by tire centrnia-
sion In going over information ob-
tained by General Funston and Gov-
eracrr Sparks.
'Let's see; it was a reit RW:17
Stureeas is apt to get *names, nu- match, wasn't 10a "Yee,
less the surety:14ul party it unable to couldn't mu fait enough. 'Sit




One table containing Colubs, Fland Bags,
Pocketbooks, Belts, Buckles and Jewelry. On
this table we have placed some very good bar-
gains; they are all brand new goods and to early
shoppers, they will get some splendid values.
$1.75 per Box
we will offer as long as they last, about 5
doz. boxes (6 in box) ladies' all pure linen, em-
broidered handkerchiefs, put up in an attractive
Christmas box. This handkerchief could be
retailed at $2.50 per box, but we offer them as
a special at
$1.75 per Box
The most satisfactory shopping place in
towu, Because our stocks are new and at-




cennty executive committee of the
• Planters' Protective 
J
rotee atasoalatlott, held
h recently, ere ntly Boa eseE. Wash-glenh -
glen Redressed the astiembly, and
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ifleted 
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THE absence of a complete range of sizes in our
best selling lines, is the perfectly logical out-
come of their popularity- -it is a condition that per-
mits of but one solution, namely, reduction of prices.
And to accomplish the desired clearing in the short-
est possible tune, the suits and overcoats concerned
(embracing in the combined lots all sizes) have
been reduced one fourth.
All Sizes in the Assortment
We wish to emphasize the fact that these suits and
overcoats are this season's make and are selected
from the highest priced, as 'sell as the lower lines. There
are numbers of ROXBORO suits and overcoats among
th,m, and you know what the ROXBORO label means on
a garment. The suits coifit in light and dark mixtures
and are cut upon lines correct in every detail. The over-
coatsiare 2ut in the regular top coat, the 46 inch three-
quarter coat as well as the long tourist coat. They are in
both light and dark mixtures as well as staple blacks.
Never before did you have an opportunits to buy
clothing before Christmas at such
extremely low prices.





A reduction embraeing niaoy broken liner of the best pioductions—the speoly do
mend has redeced thim to two or three of a lot—but in the entire assortment all sizes
are represented. Included in the suits are Rnssian and Sailor Blouse stjles as well
as regular double tin eeted suits for the older boys. The materials *embrace both .
light and dark mixtures and black unfinished. Sizes of the Russians and Sailors
are 2 1:: to 9=in the double breasted suits 6 to 17.
Red titled 25 Per Cent
Broken lines in buys' and ebildren's overcoats, all of the new blylus are represented,
they come in lignt and dark greys, browns, blacks, etc. Sonic are made with velvet
collars, others with self collars. They are high grade productions in styles that wi I
be fully appreciated by parents; carefully wade in all essential
details; sizes 2 's to 17. Reduced
has been under coneddeation, for
aome time. If it is carried cite will
eliminate the rniatileman in. the to-
_25 Per Cent
%%Pula le ',tee, ,•. ta S alrya,1 r- th I 0/1115 entirely probable that
those countries. This is n step whitet nwvesOrk.e:.hithegItlhdedrhgolideah:t 
railties, for lecilana heeepo
ir!stmas
trade its only eat of f
pace-, he weeld. If he dice net he would be
at tete 'beginning. . senatorial vacancies to oder hint at"-
General !Agent J. T. lemovaa, of is not tikely to have soon_ Cannon's
back° busincse and will put directly tee Illinois Central, has returned age wetted Make it 3 good rek to
Into the poekets of th fartners the from a (tip to Chicago. I. gat the provridatray- thee:aft intuit-
entire tormeetts of the 
tobacco.e 
 ifW. M. Johnson, formerly an em- 't'nn inallA there
will be lively serapping tor the beetle
amidn!
plate of the Illinois Central ralaroad
RAILROAD NOTES
News was receivell here yesterday
of the (hate of George W. Hatter, of
Chicego. general fuel agent of the
Illinois Central railroad, who passed
away sulidenly Monday evening at his
home in Chicago.
Mr. Hatter some years ago was
trainmastor of the Cairo divekin of
that railroad and Needed in Cairo on
Seventh street. Hehad many friends
in this city to whom the news of his
&Path will be a shock.
While a resident of Cairo Mr. Hat.
ter was appointer miperintenden't of
the Springfield division. and removed
his family to the capital city. Later
he was promoted to the position which
he hald at the time of his death switb
headquarters in Chicago. He was ae
efficient and faithful employe in every






DARK TOR it 'CO ASSOCIATION
WILL HAVE AGENTS.
Met teal cof Deli. ering Tnhaere on
Stalk I, Nle,ling With Favor
of Farmers.
la,pkinsville, Ky., Dec, nn
eine dieing the proteut seasons have
the receipts of loose tobacco at the
various houses in this city been heav-
ier than tity have durinie the least
three days f the past week and the
first two day, of thin week. The
movement of the tobacco is doe to
the perfect "season" whiah has pre-
vailed during this eeriod. the rains
being coetinued and the temperature
eepecially1 suited to bring the weed
into condition.
Practically all of this tobacco is
being delivered to the various pries!
lag houses for the Planters' Pretee-
eve wee-elation. Nearly ell of it is
being delivered on the stalk also,
and in addition to being prized is
being stripped by the association
The method of delivering their to-
o n the etalk and having it
stripped out by the person or firm
whip is to prize it is rapidly gaining
in favor with the. farmers. One groat
advantage in this plan is that there
aa the farmer is able to get his to-
atcoo off his hands early.
At a meeting
eves tn. - of the rere tn tale ,
If
The original home of the family
was in Cenemala and the funeral will
-he held there Wednesdaya—Calro
Bulletin.
Fad Ligon, air brakeman atehe Illi-
nois Central shops, has recovered
from a three weeks' illnees arid re-.
turaed to his week this merniftg.
Engineer Lee Raker Me been given
,h4 Tun on NON. 103 and 104 betereen
Paducah and MemPhis, formerly held
!la Sete neee
There Is a vacancy for a firemen-
on tbe Nos. tat and lea. runs entire
Illinois Central and. applications „wilt
mtm reeetvel _tier
\traItande Naeli. -up td Wel thelikOng
' natter 127._ e -
tredIGife 
and a glee
eeee'ee- shops, but now foreman of the pipei
and tin department of the Louisville
& Naehville shop,' at Paris, Tenn, has
treturned to Perin, after viviting his'
beotber. eleucle F. Johnson. Boalese
his poeltfon, at the shops. Mr. John-
son is manager of the Crete opera
house at Paris.
FOR ROOSEVELT'S:
(Continued from First page.)
candidate could eueeeed. His
methods are decisive though not
sPecteettiar. and contrary to every
other candillate in the fiekl, he Is
making absolutely no effort for the
nomination himself. It is a grand
acrantbie with all the others and
aughes' dignity is gaining the ap-
itteval of the controlling sentiment
in the nation Unlike Taft, he has,
no powerful enemies, yet, nobody
doubts that be isouki make his ideas
an horsiness corruption operative as
Roosevelt has, and financial latreobre
eery know from experience what ,he
ran do. From every point of view
liughea is the strongest ' candidate
among tittec who represent the new
governmental idea as championed
by Roe:met-Pit, yet he manages to
impart to his actions an individual-
ity that Taft does ,not. Everybode
kraows that 'Hughes enuld be, presi-
dent, if elected, While many think
ifiat some others spectally °adornedl whom the is nealia made
tewevalreeereteette ataa-Let-eae-eaell
tairetter their own thinkers, oe.,
About Fahleinks.
Ealrbaultee 4414kes -*lee ereao-e,, Hee- Ittt7Trim, P1'0141('
pester with Canaria? Since i: meet age ellen vr.rm
exiec'ed by the raeread. The ex- t),. a. 'lent that he will not get tiret
Inmost, eattraint
Fairbanks, too, is owed sone-thine by
the party and (1)ti:41 hate it easily.'
'As to teepee plane wita liughee. I
say Cortelyou: for while that gets-
, ilemme has not grown te presidential
(size, be untioulatedly would be tie-
iceptnble for vice president, and it
would be agi gement step for him.
Whin* are net to be lightly eeteetn-
ed siren the American people are con
carried, and there bi• some talk of
Ceetelyou as a sell:made man, got-
(lag the nomination, still it is in-
r": 1"liter-a tveabstiPtchthna, n 1141: flaj'atYntleithn""orld
epumilgrseh tt.7 w(fvonr!)t telitirttelyarrectt., ptraftit,;.f4o(41
place, though, Kele: er Foraker
We'll !newelm, has beer given the
Taft bourn, yet, 'it seems to Italie
stuck. Giveit the opportunity to
qualify himself for the position that
Tat elites had etarepgh his world trios,
ate: other candidate before the party
would have ttrade Wine, Is more of
it politically' than' Taft firs Cortee-
yen ercept as a Man who has risen
to the level of his opportunitiee, is
an unknown quantity to the people
but smith the preeidente na third t:em
declaration. be may improve the
seven months before the convention
"to get acquainted." Taft may not
abandon his fight for the nomination
until the convention, but then I ex-
pect to see him Withdraw, and If
there is a vacaney, the president sill.I put him Ott the supreme bench. Lleee
ily serapping will characterise. tie
race up to and in the (*attention' ea,
0.






Every Drop We Sell is Guaranteed
a.
• -
Under the National Pure Food Laws
74 1,‘1
We Do Not Rectify=Our hoods Are Delivered to You Exactly As They




Do you want the best? We have the largest stock in Paducah for you to select from. We do
not rectify and and your purchase will he filled direct from the original "two stamp" barrel, in your
presence. Every drop we sell is guaranteed to conform to the requirements of the National Pure Food
Laws. Before you place your Christmas order we want you to look through our stock. Give us a
chance to "show" you and if you are not fully convinced that we can give you the best values for your
money, don't trade with us. We are depending solely upon the quality of our goods to sell you.
Yours truly,
Geo. H. Goodman Company.
We own the controlling interest in Registered Distillery No. 7, Fifth District of Kentucky.
We contract for the entire output of the Clermont. Distilling Co., of Warren County, Kentucky,
One of the best Fruit Distilleries in the state.
We are general salesagents in West Kentucky for E. H. Taylor, Jr., 6 Sons.
of Frankfort, Ky., Di3tillers of the World Famous "OLD TAYLOR" Whiskey.
We are agents for Rosenblatt Brothers, of San Francisco, Cal.
the largest makers a Apricot, Orange and Banana Brandies in the United States.
We are agents for the VVrn. J. Lemp Brewing Company, of St. Louis, Mo.
We Have Exclusive Sale of the Following Well Known Brands:
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR PACKING YOUR ORDER IN FULL QUART BOTTLES.
RED ROCK, NELSON (X)UNTY WHISKEY, $2.90 TO $1.00 PF:R GALLON.
NIARYLAND RYE, BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. $2.00 PER GALLON.
GREEN BRIER. ROBERTSON (X)UNTY, TENNESSEE, $2.00 TO $3.00 PER GALLON.
GLEN ROCK, WHITE AND YELLOW CORN WHISKEY, $2.00 AND $2.50 PER (JALLON.
JACK BEAM, NELSON COUNTY, KENTUCKY, WHISKEY, $2 00, $2.50 ,AND $1.00 PER GALIA)N.
EARLY TIMES, NELSON COUNTY, KENTIVKY, WHISKEY, 163.00 AND $1.00 PER GALLON.
OLD DOMINION, RYE WHISKEY, $3,00 PER GALLON.
CLERMONT, APPLE OR PEACH BRANDY, $2,00 TO $4.00 l'ER GALLON.
ROYAL ARMS AND IMPERIAL GIN. $2.00 TO $1.00 PER GALLON. -
•
APRICOT, ORANGE AND BANANA BRANDIES. $2.00 TO $1.00 PER GALLON.
I ‘0'11 BOTTLE REARS THE GOVERNMI N rs PRINTED GUARANTEE-AGE, STRENGTH AND PURITY.
EARLY TIMES, SPRING 1890. 161.09 PF:It QUART.
CRESCENT ('LUB, SPRING 1000, $1.00 PER QUART.
GUCKENHEIMER RYE, SPRING 1903, $1.00 PER QU.tICT.
OLD TATIA)R, SPRING 1903, $1.00 PER QUART.
JACK BEAM, SPRING 1900, $1.00 PER OUART.
RED ROCK SPECIAL, SPRING 1897, MOO PF:11 QUART.
MOSS ROSE RYE, SPRING 1897, $1.25 PER QUART.





 RIOHT ACROSS BROADWAY FROM THE MARKET HOUSE  
GEO. H. GOODMAN COMPANY
ilacorporsted.)
106=108 North Second Street, Paducah, Ky.
BRANCH AT MEMPHIS, TENN. BRANCH AT SHREVEPORT LA.
ifegistered asiiiiViy- No. 7, Fifth District, Nelson County, Kentucky.
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this certificate entitles the bearer to . .
In merchandise at our store.
'BOLE DISTRIBUTORS Olz
120x BORO C LOT11Es
sTAW AND CLUETT :SHIRTS
KNOX AND LUDLOW I1AT8
NO' VALID UNLESS COUNTERSIGNED
..... Dollars
The above is a facsimile of our Christmas "Gift Certificate." It often happens in gift-giving that one has the will but doesn't know its' what to
glvt•. We've undertaken to overcome this difficulty by providing a form of an order for merchandise, by means of which von can buy certificate of any
denemination that you desire from $1 up, and •leave the recipient of this order to make his own selections. It is an easy way of making holiday presents
Specimens are on display in our windows. For further Information ask our salesmen. WALLERSTEIN BROS.
Professional Enthusiasm.
The enthusiasen for his profession
of Sir Frederick Treves, physician to
the king of England, is remarkable.
On one occasion at least he allowed
his ardor tO run away with him. Its
once attended a certain distinguished
patient who complained to him bit-
terly of the painful nature of his ill-
ness. At first Sir Frederick looked
grave as he proceeded to make his
diagnosis, but suddenly be stopped
in his examination and his face
brightened up. "My dear sir," he
said with a smite, "allow me to con-
gratulate you. You are the lucky
possessor of an illness which hitherto
has been thought to be extinct:"
Some Hard Hail Stones.
Eli Henthorn. of Ulysses. Grant
county, which is in western Kansas,
was in town the past week and he
to a bail story with a new turn to
It. Last June out cM the prairies
there was a tremendous fall of hail
in which many hones were killed and
some people burl Out in front of
Henthorne place was a galvanized
I iron bucket made for a tubular well.
Six hail stones went through this
bucket, puncturing it easily. A crowd
which was vitwing the wreck after
this storm came across this bucket
and commented upon it. Finally
Henthorn bet a young man that he
could not with a single blow with a
hammer drive a hole through the side
of the bucket. The young man took
the bet, bared his aim, and smashed
Into the bucket, but did not puncture
it.—Wichita (Kan.) Eagle.
The Question of the Hour.
The man sat on one side of the
big lamp, the woman on the other.
e thought/ill look clouded both
faces They had been silent for a
long time. Finally the man stirred
uneasily.
"Jane." he said, "what In Tophet
am 1 to give Aunt elartha for Christ-
mas?"
The woman looked up.
"And what in Tophet am I to give
Aunt :Mary?"
Then they both relapsed into pi-




You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. 'We
givepronut personal at-




OF FINE CUT GLASS
The greatest stroke of timely buiying we have ever
made enables us to put on, right in the heart of the
Christmas season, a sale of fine cut glass which sur-
passes in importance any "bargain" offering Paducah
has ever seen.
The best products of the best makers, iu the most
favored shapes, are offered at
A Saving of 1=3 to 1=2
L. W. HENNEBEINER CO.
ENCol4Pc.,RATED
"The House of Quality"
422-424 BROADWAY BOTH PHONES 15
CONTENT.
Dear little boy,
As you ride my knee,
Bouncing and jouncing
So merrily;
With your eyes afire,
And your face aglow,
Little of envy does
Your heart know.
You have no wish
For another's gold,
You have all the joy
That your heart can hold.
You don't envy
Your neighbor's coat,
Or wish to ride
In your neighbor's boat.
Dear little tad,
You smile tonight;
You laugh in glee.
And your heart is light,
Ale] you ride away
On your daddy's knee,
As happy tonight
As you'll ever be.
You envy no man
His golden pile;
Your face it lit
With a brighter smile;
You envy no man
His coach and four;
You love the knee
Of your daddy more.
—Detroit Free Press,
LAKE SIVIER1011 FISH srostv.
"If one may believe all they tell
At about the chscovret up in the
Lake Superior country," said a New
Yorker who has heard it all. "he may
Ally concur in their declaretion
at the ciscowet is the rarest and
fele of the okiete of all ottr freshwater
-,hete, says the New York Sun, It is
,tind only in Lake Superior, they
;II tell you, and never at a depth of
•es than thirty fathoms.
•'The eiseowet.' said the enceeke-
tic native who described this fish
ved to be a hybrid trete a cross of
e white fish and lake trout, but
It was long ago dtsproved. It
ews to a weight of thirty pounds
el the female invariably contains
.awn. This has led to the belief
.at the ciseowet Is always spawning.
Out the more probable theory is that
IR spawns twice a year, whet in ewer
- enough to give is a unique place
:long fishes, fresh water or salt.
" The eiseowet is unique in an-
other particular. It is the fattest of
all known fishes and ite fleet hi eo de-
liciously flavored that it is palatable
without being cooked. Its name is
said to have been derived from that
peculiar quality, ciscowet being -Sis-
Ko-Wet," an Ojibwa term meaning
eooks itself.-
" 'owing to tife groat depth at
!Itch this fish persists in making its
Wear it is a rarity in the market
d is never seen away from the Lette
iperior country—although,' said my
seclopedic native warningly, and
thought at , 'you will
ciscowet listed on the bilis of
ee of all the hotels as you travel
rough, big and Pale, good ante bad
,.(1 if you are deluded into ordering
on the belief that you are to re-
lo yourself on this rarest of piece-
s-es: delicacies you will wonder what
.rt of a palate that man mute have
ho can declare ciscowet to be that
.••licaey.
"'The fish they will place before
ee as ciseowet will not only net be
-•••••••••""
A Box of Engraved Stationery or 100
Visiting Cards Make Ideal Gifts








Two (moires of monograni paper and fifty envelopes • $1.25
THE
 .1
Let us show you the pre-filth samides of' Me engravers' art you ever fate.
-  s tiN
oiecowet but will be an inferior lake
trout known as bear trout, which re-
sembles ciscowet in outward appear-
ance. The Indians capture these
trout for the market and their beau-
tiful White meat has no merit but its
beauty.'
"There is another peculiar tish of
the lake trout faintly in Lake Superi-
or. they informed me. It is the true
naymacush, they said, but has ways
all its own.
"It travels all by itself, no two
ever being seen in proximity, keeping
always near the surface and some-
times swimming on the surface. This
is a giant among trout, frequently
weighing more than 100 Peutlies. al-
though it is never fat.
"It is called the racer, from these-
ieged circumstances of its IXN:RSiv),II-
ally traveling with railroad speed
along its course. This giant trout
scorns bait or lure and the way in
which it must be captured, if at all
according to what they told me
seemed to me to he about as remagk
able as the fish itself.
"Men with big spears go out in
boats and stand on a runway, as one
might say, while other men in boats
stalking about, sight a racer and
drives it to the men in boats with
spears, who harpoon the fish as it
speeds along, and the harpooner. so
they told me, needs to be seilleul
with the barb or he will see it plow-
ing the watery space behind the big
fist wilt)* the latter skims on 121,
course unharmed."
On the Job.
Amusing epitaphs are common
enough, but it is not often that a
tombstone inscription is meant to
carry a business advertisement. A
West Virginia man tetis of a singular
one which may be seen in a cemetery
at Wheeling. It was the idea of a
widow of a man named Perkins. a
partner in a commercial house known
as "Perkins & Parker." Soon after
the decease of her spouse Mrs. Per-
kins married Mr. Parker, her late
husband's business associate.
The inscription reads:
"Sacred to the memory of James
Perkins, for thirty years senior part
ner of the firm of Perkins & Parker.
now Parker & Company."—Harper's
Weekly.
Optimistic.
A story was recently toid of a les
gress who left a comfortable home
and kind mistress for the uncertain
felicities of matrimony. A few weeks
later her former master, meeting her
on the street, inquired how she was
eetting along, and if her husband
sere doing well by her.
"Ob. yes, indeed, sir!" she replied,
with a beaming face. "Why, he's got
me already three places to wash!"
What this country needs most Is
government ownership of brains.
.4111111111111111 NMI\
Make it a Box of
Cigars
Your gentlemen friends appreciate
nothing more.
We handle only the best of
imported and domestic ci-
gars and all boxes are put








Swedish King's Name is an
old One There
History of His Predecessors Throne
Interesting Light on Kingdom
and Royalty.
ALL ARE DIFFERENT IN TYPE
Sweden has had a striking variety
of Gustavuses as rulers, beginning
with her secession from Denmark in
the sixteenth century. Will the fifth
Gustavus, who ascended the throne
at the death of his father will fur-
nish btill a new type?
Gustavus 1, founder of the house
of Vasa, says the Cleveland Plain
Dealer, was a patriot when patriotism
emelt; Swedes meant danger and suf-
fering. As a young man he distin-
guished himself in the war waged by
his people against the rule of the
Daueti. Delivered as a hostage, he
was held in captivity, escaped in dis-
guise and wandered for months with
a price on his head. The tyranny of
the Danes aroused the men of Dale-
carlia to proclaim their independence,
and they made Matey us head of their'
own and other communes of Sweden.
The Swedish diet accepted him as
king in 1523. He brought order out
of chaos and died in 1560, beloved
by a united kingdom.
The second of the name was the
ereat Gustavus Adolphus. probably
:he ablest soldier of Europe between
Caesar and Napoleon. His troops be-
came the wonder of the continent
and his innovations in the art of war
the terror of h:s enemies. His page
In history is familiar to every student.
Gustavus a reaetionary and a
weakling as administrator and war-
rior, is chiefly remembered by reason
of his violent death at the bands of
an assassin in 1792. His aping of
the manners of the French court and
his grossly extravagant use of public
money alienated a large part of his
country and few mourned his tragic.
end.
The next ruler was Gustavus IV.
who, succeeding his father at 11
years of age. had a stormy reign of
17 years, ending in his dspositie•
and the assumption of the office 1,
his uncle, the Duke of Sudermania.
The king had the same firm belief in
absolutism that caused his father's
downfall. a seneeless war with Russia
finally putting an end to his rule.
Thus SwedenAhas had four kings of
widely differenr<haracter and ability
In the line of Gustavuses. What of
Gustavus V. a ho takes the reins of
government this week? He is a man
of action, less of a theorist and
dreamer than his father, the dead
king Oscar. but it remains to be seen
whether he will become as popuiai
with the mass of his subjects. With
tfie aristocracy be will be in greater
favor. The aristocrats had never
been able to forget that the founder
of Oscar's line was ?Marshal Berna-
dotte, who owed his rise in life to the
revolution. This fatal strain of peas-
ant blood, however, the new king Is
held to have largely eliminated, part
ly through his father's marriage to
the Princess Sophie. of Nassau. Gus-
tavus Is on terms of close friendship
with the German emperor, his wife's
cousin.
It is presumed that the responsi-
bility of he lenge- office will soften
Gustavus' resentment against the Nor-
wegians, for withdrawing from his
father's realm. At a banquet in
Stockholm soon after Norway had left
the union, the then crown prince
openly expressed the opinion that the
way to heel the breach between the
nations was to invade Norway with a
ewedish t. ay and bat the recalci-
trants into submission. The utter-
ance caused a great commotion in
both countries, but even Oscar could
not force his son to retract. It is to
be hoped for the peace of northern
Europe that the new king has
changed his mind about sending an
army against his western neighbor.
effILDRMIltel
Favorite tonic is White's Cream Verml-fuge, the cure or worms and all chi'.dreq's diseases. It not only kills theworms, but removes the mucous andslime In which they oulld their nests,es action on the child is mild andloaves him In a healthy condition. Joe
Surmac, Tenn., says that hegave one of his children White's Cream
Verrnifuge when the doctor thought it
had colic, and from the first do is the
Mid passed 73 worms. Sold by J. H.
oehiachitteger, Lang Bros. and C. 0.Ripley.
Shocked the Collector.
A representative of a firm of land
and estate agents in Birmingham,
England, recently leat an experience
the remembrance of which will newer
leave him. The difficulties that beset
the collector of rents of slum prop-
erty can only be appreciated by those
whe have tried it. Knotking at the
door of a house Where he got the rent
now and again, a number of voices
bade him enter. Several persons were
clustered round the table, and when
(hey saw their hated enemy, the rent
elleetor they etepped aside, at the
ame time whiskinit off the table A
.heet which he bee .,A/ 
ed. saying, "Here's your tent," _die-
(-Toeing-the dead body of the tejtallt.
Neeedlitis-To say he hurried away asl•
-peedily as possible, but he felt the




may look bright and prosperous—ba a "calm always
preeedes,a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
life—for the time when you will need money—there
is only one way to do it—save, and you will be sure
of the future.
Start today—a dollar will do it. ,
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings ac-
counts if left with us six months or longer.
0." . Mechanics and.•
• 41' Farmers Savings Bank
210 Broadway
GIRL PRODIGY TO CONVERT
GREAT CITY OF LONDON.
London. Dec. 18.—Engiand has a
"girl preacher" 13 years old, who has
opened "a great revival mission for
London." Frances Storr came from
the provinces to save the greet city,
she told her opening night audience
and so far has had some success in
convert Ions.
The child addressed the homily to
her elders, and took no notice of any
noise or interruption, even when an-
other child cried at the hack of the
hail.
Without a smile or ever raising her
voice beyond a well-measured tone,
she recited her religious convictions
and argutnents. In the middle she
suddenly burst into the verse of a
hymn,' and then continued as before.
From first to last there was noth-
ing childlike in the lone discourse,
with its constane references to death-
beds and the brevity of life.
At the end of her "sermon" an
overflow service was held, and the
child began all over again.
It is announced that she will soon
tell a congregation "The Story of My
Young Life and My Wonderful Mis-
sion." •
Many a fellow has fallen inelove
with a peach, only to discover that
fate has handed hint a lemon.
elisunderstootl Signs.
An organ grinder had been playing
before the house of an irascible old
gentleman, who furiously and amidst
wad gesticulations ordered him to
move on. The Italian stolidly stood
his ground and played on, and at last
was arrested for causing a disturb-
ance. At court the magistrate asked
him why he die14, not leave when he
was requested. "Me no understan'
mooch Inglese." was the reply. -Well,
but you must have understood by his
motions that he wanted you to go,"
said the magistrate. "I think he come
to dance," was the rejoinder.
Self-Interest.
The real estate firm of Solomon k •
O'Sullivan had lots for sale in a new
suburban addition. O'Sullivan—
young. enthusiastic, and irisii--was
writing the advertisements, the na-
tional eloquence flowing from his pen,
He urged impending pu•chasers to
seize the passing moment.
"Napoleon not only met opportuni-
ty: he ereated it!"
Mr. golomon read this line in the
advertisement slowly anti carefully.
"This fellow Napoleon," he said.
"what's the use of advertising hen
with our money?"—Lippinootte Mag-
azine.




FREE REAL, ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
Foreman Bros. Electric Co.
Incorpo •ii
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed:
Complete machine shop.
122424 N. Fourth 8t. Peiontes:787
PRONOUNCED CHARACTER
of a hiahly matured whiskey






The govcrnmont stamp will so indi-
cate on -e-vefy bOliTe.—
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 I THIS:IS ACHRISTMAS OF SENSIBLE GIFTS
19
Everyone is particularly anxious to make his hard-earned dollar buy someth:ng worth while this season. Then what better or more lasting









TURK IS H 110( 'K
HOOSIKR KITCHEN CABINETS,
PHONOGRAPH DISC CABINETS,
ODD HALL PIECES. 114-116.118 South Third Street
A Basket of Tropical Fruits for Christmas
Sweet Florida Oranges Pineapples Grape Fruit
New Mixed Nuts cir, California Pears Fancy Bananas
Malaga Grapes if - _ ligme Made Candies
":,;;;'' EXTRA SELECT BALTIMORE OYSTERS
Imperial Confectionery
331 Broadway Near Fourth Street.
THE BEST GIFT of ALI,===A FINE PIANO
A fine piano is, without a doubt, the most satisfactory gift you could
make your wife or daughter. It's a first-class investment, too, if you buy a
really good piano—like the Baldwin, for instance; for it will be a source of
pleasure to yourself and family a life time—a refining and educating influence.
We bave sold pianos in Paducah for years arid our experience and recom-
mendation is therefore worth having.
Old Phone 1041-a. 520 Broadway
We are making a special mailing rate of $2.50, payable in advance, for The
Daily Sun. which affords you an opportunity to remember your relatives or
friends vpry nicely with what is virtually a daily letter from home.
Phone 358--the Paper Will Start at Once
A Handsome Bag, Suit Case or Trunk
For Christmas
A FINE BAG, SUIT CASE or TRUNK makes the best.gift of all, for it is kept and treas-ured for years, if it is a good one like ours. We have a splendid line for your selec-
tion and invite you to see the new ideas not found elsewhere.
Ladies, we have a complete stock of gentlemen's pocketbooks and wallets, ranging from
the cheapest good kind to the most costly.












D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Man, now at Hat..
bour's Department Store, will move his stock of books, music, sta-
tionery and other book store stiiff to 313 Broadway about January 15th.
It is easier to move money than goods and so we are offerir.g
our entire stock at cost and less. Early buyers get first choice. Here is a
golden opportunity to secure the newest and best goods at a slaughter price.
Everything goes—Dolls, albums, lamps, Bibles, holiday goods, books, fine
stationery, music, dictioneries, etc.
D, E. WILSON, THE BOOK AND MUSIC MAN.
Are offering the following Christmas goods very low:
tARVING SETS,
SILVIO( KNIVES AND FOIRKS,
SILVER T,OBLE SPOONS,
SILVER TEA SPOONS,
IIM Ili ET K N IV ES,
SAFETY I1A74 
C. AL VASES,










Ball Bearing Roller Skates
218 Broadway.
Have your parents buy you a scholarship in a high grade
Business College. We are selling scholarships every week
for Christmas gifts and will have a larger attendance at our
opening the first week of the new year than ever before. Our
capacity, teaching force and courses have all been enlarged,
still we are giving it all at a very low price. Can you think
of a nicer gift? You say you want something you can keep
and use. We will guarantee you the knowledge you gain
from our courses will be a source of income to you all your
life and you can use it every day.
Buy your scholarship from West Kentucky's most pro-
gressive Business College---PADUCAH CENTRAL---where
instructors of many years' experience train you from practi.
cal knowlcdge and not from a book.
Open Days
December 30th and 31st
Jan, 2.3.4
RUBBER STAMPS
are time savers and necessities to every business man.




Over Globe Bank and Trust Company
New Phone 400
Cuttlefish are cultivated and "milk
ed" on some farms on ;arts of the
British coast. There cuttlefish are
kept in tanks or ponds and are "milk-
ad" of their ink. The ponds or tanks
are, connected with the sea. by pipes,
and a thousand or more (elides are ,
kept iti a Anglo mo• TIIIS form a
curious seLh: t1ie.. no about.
trailing thetr ler,e arm- an,1 staring
out of their bulng ..“•s are
guarded by screera-t. whieh pr.•v.
them front being scarod. for if they
ar suddenly friehrened they will
sow their "milk- inre the water
and it would be•
milk is very va .
yields $4 worth a year. It is secreted
in a hag. which can be opened and
closed at will, the animal ejecting
the fluid to darken the water- so that I
P Play ef., 7 •,• • 7! • T1 wht it attacked.
All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advertised in this





If you want to send a
particular friend a particu-
larly nice box of flowers.
packed in a particularly
nice way, a box with Brun-
son's label will enhance






Metropolitan .. • .1.50
or World Today
or Woman's Home  
Companion $C.00
All for $3.00, Half Price
Reader Magazine ...$1.00





Both ,for $3.00, Half Price








' THE PADUCAH EVENING SU1,!1 WEDNESDAY, DECTIMBER IS.
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It is a great deai elaeaper to pace menial subscrettions to sev-
eral magazines at the same time and, order them all together from
us, than it is to buy the stone magazines singly or subscribe to them
separately. Combination cub offers are now made by 'Witten sub-
scribers to several magazines an se.' a 1' 1):: ! . !Ts prices, some,in.es
getting three or four matiziut-s for net 1.1 et t.,* at e or Lao. sub-
scriptions may Ise sent to different addresses, If. desired, and may be-
t .11 with any month. let us know what magazines you are tak-
:lig now or what maganines you want to take next year, and wo will




















Reader Magazine . 3.00
$L0
All for $2.60
cernplete Subscription 95411 ogee, ts.th Iteaut:ful Harrison Fisher
cover, li-ting all magazines 'ugly and at :owest rates, sent
you free on receipt of postal card reque,t.
Central Magazine Agency • • Indianapolis, Indiana.
'f he lioiars Nierrill
"Milked" of Their Lak. t...r ac,• pios'urt d ii China,
11, re for some reason or other they
produce the best quality of "milk.'
1When the farmer "milks" the out-
lee he proceeds by opening the)iluic-
es of the pond and gently agitating
tie. water. The cuttles then swim
around the pond, and as on as one
pass" s threfiesh the sluice it is closed.
The „le ps,,es dowea small chan-
ip ! ni. tat regent:title. and as
s,,cal a- is serurely there water is
drained off P is then frightened and
ar on , Flirts the fluid front the bag.
Wh zi 'di:tasted, it 's lifted out,
i he -milk- ,s co; legged an! the basin
ci flew her.—New York
Hodiday Hates flier the N,. C. & St.
l'atilway.
! One and c, 'hire fare plus 26
cents between points in the south-
l east. Tickets on sale December 20.21, 22, 23 24. 25, 30, 31 and Jan-
try I. Limited to leave destination
it later than January 6th, 19.0s.
ill on F. L. Weiland, vita • freight
lid passenger agent, for full in-
:armation.
1
Subscribe for The Sam.
F. H. NIEMAN (
314 Broadway
TRUNK AND LEATHER GOODS STORE
We are displaying a very
complete line of Trunks,
Grips, Snit Cases and all
kinds of Leather Goods and
our prices are most moderate.
You will find that best values•
and lowest prices are the poli-
cy of this concern.
In our rnockrn factory we
will do all kinds of repair
work and build to order
Trunks, Sample Cases. etc.
 -111111E3w
HE' SMOKES
Nothing you can give him would be more
appropriate than a box of choice cigars.
Our assortment of cigars is absolutely above
criticism. We have cigars to match the taste of
every smoker, young or old. All the leading im-




boaable brands in boxes of 25, 50 and 
100, at right 
prices.
"e make a 
speciaky of box 














values. vvhale at, 
experts in this line. 
Cigars 
bought









W. B. MtPberson's Drug Store,
Sole Agt-r;ts Eastman Araks and Iloyier's Candy,
MOST MEMORABLE CHRISTMAS
IN HISTORY OF OUR COUNTRY
Vivid Description of the Crossing of the Delaware By Wash.
ington and His Troops and the Result of His Venture.
The most memorable Christmas 10
‘merican history, says Robertus Love
: n the Brooklyn Times, was that of
1776, the day on which Washington
rossed the Delaware. As a matter
fact, Washington and his army
roamed the Delaware four times dur-
ing that mime mouth, but it was the
riming on Christmas night that made
vivid history. The picture of "Wash-
ington Crossing the Delaware," fram-
ed as a colored chromo or a black and
white print, has been familiar to two
generations of Americans. But how
many of us know just why, how and
where Washington crossed the Dela-
ware, what bearing that movement
had upon the destiny of America,
who painted the famous picture front
ehich the familiar chromots are math
and where the original nil paititing
may be seen today?
Driven frem Long Island/and New
York a:ross "the Jersey,;/Washing-
ton's defeated and discouraged army
was pursued closely iby the British
under Cornwallis. Washington reach-
ed Trenton Dec. land began prepa-
rations for crossing over into Penn-
sylvania. Collecting all the boats he
could find, he sent his army across
the river on the night of the 7th, fol-
lowingWith the rear guard the next
morning, just as Cornwallis, as the
historian Ls:timing puts it, "came
dawn, with great pomp and parade,
O the opposite shore:"
• • •
Cornwallis expected to find boats
and cross the river. capture Philadel-
phia, the capital of the struggling
colonies, and end the rebellion in
short order. But the wily Washings
ton had destroyed all the boats which
he could mot hide on the Pennsylva-
nia shore for his own future use. The
British general therefore decided to
wait until the river froze, so that he
could cross on the ice. Mild weather
prevailed for a fortnight. In the
meantime Washington had placed
strong guards at several fords and
ferries up and down the river, the
cnemy also posting detachments at
Important points on the New Jersey
side. Washington. with a portion of
his army, was encamped at Newtown,
a little northeast of Bristol, Pa. The
British garrison at Trenten consisted
of about loan() Hessians and some
British light horse uncle:* command
of Colonel Rail. a gallant Hessian of-
ficer.
The capture of Philadelphia seem-
ed so imminent that by, advice of
General Putnam, in continand. there,
the continental congress retired to
Baltimore. The situation was highly
critical. The time of service for
%h:.h most of Washington's rn had
enlisted would expire within ten days
and unless money could be had for
their payment few of them would re-
main In the field. Many citizens who
had espoused the patriot cause be-
came discouraged and went over to
the enemy. Cornwallis was so pop
sure that the "rebels" were on their
last legs and the war practically over
that he went to New York with the
intention to sail for England on leave
of absence.
• • •
Washington felt that some decisive
blow must be struck. The British
must be shown that the Americans
still had fight in them. Timid citi-
zens in their homes must be encour-
aged by a demonstration of patriotic
valor and military prowess. Accord-
ingly, Washington planned attacks at
.veral points along the river, but he
(-mild not induce some of hie subor-
dinate commanders to co-operate with
him. Thei, could not cross the rivers
they said. But Washington could, 
and did. He proposed to go over and
give the Hessians at Trenton a Christ.
rnas aftermath in the we.), of a day-
light surprise the morning- after
Christmas, knowing that the jolly
Germans would be more or less de-
moralized by their bibolous manner
of celebrating the anniversary.
Washington's troops at Newtown
were chiefly New Englanders. He had
about 2,44•) men and twenty pieces
of artillery. The weather had turned
much colder toward Christmas, and
on the afternoon of that day a chill
storm of snow and sleet began, last-
ing through the night. Washington's
troops marched to McConkey's ferry
in the enowstorm. McConkey's was
a riverside inn on the New Jersey
bank of the Delaware. about iiine
miles above Trenton. The boats pre-
viously hidden by the Americans were
collected at this point, opposite Mc-
Conkey's house, and at dusk the sol-
diers began crossing. Everybody
knows, of course. that "the river was
full of floating ice,- but Col. Glover
and his fishermen soldiers from Mar.
blela.ad did not mind that. They
knew how to guide boats amid cakes
of Ice. These Massachusetts fisher-
men were placed in charge of the
boat s. ,
The plan of Washington was to
reach Trenton by 5 o'clock in the
morning and catch the HPssians sleep
ire oft their Christmas pceetions. He
counted upon getting the whole army
across by midnight. Owing to the
delay caused by the ice and the storm
.1 was 3 o'clock in the morning
when the last boat load of patriotsI
reached the Jersey 41te. By 4
o'clock the force was formed ready
, for the ma eh upon_ Trenton. COI.
'. Henfy Itno had brougit. oief hl,s
cannon on the frail flatboats, with
horses to pull the pieces along the
road.
• • •
General Washington crossed the
river a little before midafight. The
inmates Of McConkey* ItJuse were
astir practically all *ht brewing big
jorums of hot and: steaming punch,
which the cold snd weary Continen-
tal officers drank with eager zest. It
is related that early in the morning
hours Waehington himself stepped in-
to the San and found isome of his
youn,,,efficere inclined to loiter by the
fire,' and iudulge in extra potations.
Tyrere was more serious work on
/hand. Washington, it is raid, drank
just one stout "snifter" and ordered
his officers to be abouerheir business.
McConkey's house still stands, and
the place is known now as Washing-
ton's Crossing,
Washington divided his forces into
two bodies, one to march down the
river road and attack the (nemy from
the west, the other to enter the town
from the north. The commander in-
structed all his officers to set their
watches by his, so that the attack
might be made simultaneously at ev-
ery point. It was S o'clock when the
enemy's outposts were encountered
and driven in, firing front behind
trees and fences as they ran.
Colonel ,Riall had been up all night,
with other officers, carousing and
playing cards at the house of a Tory.
Though the attack was made three
hours later than had been intended.
It was still practically a surprise.
Rail buckled on his sword and gal-
lantly tried to rally his demoralised
forces, but it was too late. Already
the light horse and 54)0 Hessians had
taken flight%land escaped. Knox had
planted his cannon to sweep the prin-
cipal streets, and the attack from all
points was furious. Colonel Rail fell
mortally wounded, and a little later
he surrendered his sword to Washing-
ton. The American commander took
nearly a thousand prisoners, with
many stands of arms, cannon and
other equipment. The victory was
complete. Cornwallis deferred his
trip to England, remaining here to
surrender to Washington at Yorktown
five years later.
• • •
The next day Washington's army
recrossed the river, taking the Hes-
sian prisoners to Newtown. On the
29th. his forces having been increas-
ed by the arrival of other troops, he
made the passage of the Delaware for
the fourth time in a month, reoccupy-
ing Trenton until forced to retire to
Prin-eton by the maneuvers of Corn-
wallis. In crossing and recrossing
the river and fighting the battle of
Trenton, Washington lost only seven
men. Two were killed, four were
wounded and one frozen to death.
The famous picture. "Washington
Crossing the Delaware." was painted
in 1551. by Emanuel beutze, who was
born in Wurttenberg in 1816, and
died at Washington in 1S68, having
settled permantly in America. Leut-
ze painted several other American
historical scenes. The Washington
picture, an immense canvas to which
no printed reproduction can do jus-
tice, now hangs in the Metropolitan
museum of Art.
THAT'S IT!
Cough yourself into a tit of spasmsand then wonder why you don't getwell. It you will only try a bottle ofRallard's Horehound Syrup your coughwill be a thing of the past. It is apositive eure for Coughs. Influenza,Bronchitis and all Pulmonary diseases.One bottle will convince you—at yourdruggist. 25e, 50c, $1.00. Sold by J. H.entschlaeger. Lang Bros. and C. 0.Ripley.
•
rse Sun Want Ads.—Best results.
The Original
Allegretti Candies ,
We have put in and
-always shall carry
fresh stocks of the
famous "Original
Allegretti Candies."
It comes in the half,




a week. Let us have
,your Christmas or-
'den now.
Gilbert s Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No, 77.
Holiday boxes of fine im-
ported rind domestic
Oilcang.
73,000 IIIRDs• SEEK HOMES
ON PROTECTED ISLANDS.
New Orleans, Dec. 18.—Seventy-
five thousand birds, comprising prac-
tically every species and variety liv-
ing in a Southern country, are today
inhabiting the 25 islands belonging
to the Audubon Society reservation
along the Gulf Coast, which embrac-
es 750 square miles of laud and wa-
ter.
The figures are particularly inter-
esting when compared with the nuns.
ber of birds that could have been
found in the same location a year
ago. Then 15,e00 would have been
an exaggerated estimate. The in-
crease is fully 500 per cent
Among the most prbininent spe-
cies to be found are black skim-
mers, laughing gulls and royal terns.
Of the latter variety there are 15,-
0.0'0 on a single island.
The deal for Cat Island, a strip of
land lying eight miles off Gulfport,
Miss., negotiations for the purchase
of which by the National Audubon
Society have been on for a number
of weeks, was temporarily dropped
until there develops an easier money
market.
Fifteen thousand dollars is want-
ed for the property, and it is pra,tic-
ally certain that the trade will be
made in the future. •
"The bird seems to realize where
he is best looked after," rays Presi-
dent Miller of the Louisiana Society.
"They understand where it is that
they are hunted, and where left alone.
As a result, it is no doubt true that
many of the 75,000 now on the isl-
ands have of choice made this their
permanent home, knowing well that
they will not be molested, while if
elsewhere-they run the chance of run-
ning afoul of the hunter's gun.
"The results show what can be
done all over Louisiana or any other
state, to again hate our woods and
fields tilled with birds where they
have now become IfIrnost unknown.
The legislators, too, have begun to
see the matter in the same light, and
front what I can hear it Is almost cer-
tain that the Game Commission bill
will go through at the approaching
session, which will insure the prop-
er protection for all krinds of wild
things. If people are not allowed to
kill indiscriminately, as they have
done in the past, it will be the course
of only a few years before there will
be game in abundance in Louisiana
for everybody."
EASILY TO BUD
And early ti rise, makes one healthy,
happy and wise--especially if you take
Herbine Wore retiring A positive
cure for Constipation. Dyspepsia and
all liver complaints. Mrs. Colum-
bia. Tenn., writes: "I always keep a
supply of your Herbine on hand. Am
so pleased with the relief it gives in
consttuation and all liver complaints.
that words can't ez.iress my apprecia-
tion" Soid by J. H. Oehlschlanger,
Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley.
HUNTERS SLAY 10,000 DEER
IN WISCONSIN THIS SEASON
Madison, Wis., Dec. 18.—State
Game Warden Stone states that the
reports so far made to him show that
5,67e deer were shipped on the rail-
roads during the recent open season,
and that he estimated that folly 10,-
000 had been killed in the state' dur-
ing the season.
Non-resident hunters shipped 168
deer out of the state, and persons
holding settlers' licenses sent 12 to
different points within tie? state. Up
to Dec. 1 the Game Waroen had M-
imed 247 'non-resident deer licenses,
with aggregate fees of $6,175; 3160
non-resident licenses for small game,
with aggregate fees of $270. The
Game Warden estimates that up to
Dec. 1, 9, 500 licenses had been is-
sued to * residents, with aggregate
fees of $9,500.
During November the state Game
Warden and his deputies made 13
seizures of illegally caught game,
which was sold for $117.96. During
the same period 59 arrests were made
laws. One ok the men convicted was
sent to jail for 20 days, and three
were committed for '30 days.
- WHAT'S
Worth doing is worth doing well. If
you wish to be curse of Rheumatism,
Itallard's Snow Liniment and you
will be "well cured.' A positive cure
for Sprains, Neuralgia, Bruises, Con-
tracted Muscles and all the tlis that
I flesh is heir to. A. G. M. Williams,
'Navasota, Texas writes: "I have used
Snow Lin ent for sprained ankle and
t gave 1M best of satisfactio al-
ways keep it in the house." by
J. H. Gehlschlaeger, Lang Bros. and C.
0. Ripley.
Living in the Tombs of Egypt.
It is surprising to strangers to find
Egyptian families occupying some of
the tombs which 'have been excavated
and abandoned. It seems uncanny to
see babies playing cheerfully about
the doo-rs of the tomb house SW to
watch chickens running in and out as
they do at the mud dwellings. When
questioned about the tombs a drago-
man said that those occupied as
homes had been tombs of ord4nary
citizens and were of no value as show
places for tourists. As some of them
have several rooms extending into
the rock, and as they are cool in the
hottest days of summer and warm in
the cool dhys of winter, they are alto
gather desirable as hornets, The
Egyptians do not share the horror of
dead bodies felt by Europeans. Chil-
dren run about with pieces of mum-
mify, and if they cannot ditextre of
theta to tourists they play with them,
A mummified foot or hand is so com-
mon in, Lutor that one may be pur-
chased for a few corns—Leslie's
W eek I y.
We rise to remark,
That for lido that are queer,
The ones women wear
Are the limit this year.
—Milweukee Journal.
lass Bun Want Ads.—Best results.
Give Us a Share o
Your
-=INSURANCE74-1
E. J. PAXTON & LILLARD SANDERS
Phone 358. Phone 765.
A1:1 Kinds of Insurance
YOUNG MEN JOIN "MISERS'
CLUB" TO LEARN SAYING ART.
Jacksonville, Ind., Dec. 1.8.—In or-
der that they may acquire the habit
of saving money, many young men of
this place are forming an organiza-
tion to be known as the Misers' Club.
Officers will be chosen and the organi-
zation will be conducted on business
principles just as a lodge or any oth-
er organization.
On joining the club members is
required to sign an agreement that
he will each day deposit 25 cents in
the saving fund or at other times, if
more convenient to him, an att.,,,,e'
equaling this amount a day.
he is prevented by sickness or
unavoidable misfortune.
If he fails to live up to this age
ment he forfeits his share alreitti.•
deposited in the general fund, which
is distributed among the members
once a year,
50 Wt.
Samples of the Menu.
Samuel Gorupers, while attend
the conventlon of the National C.,
Federation in Chicago, got in a
argument with a banker.
At the end of one of the banker's'
assertions Mr. Compere retorted(
gayly:
"It is posatble to say a good word
for almost any state of things, isn't
it I remember once, in a very un-
tidy chophouse in Syracuse, hearing
a guest exclaineas he took up a soiled
bill of fare:
" 'By Jove, what an excellent idea
--samples of 130121e various <belies




They save the continual writing
.ver the saute thing. They are
ii it expensive. Send us an order,
Prices Right.
The Diamond Stamp Works







LOVE SONGS OLD AND NEW
The *Hobbs-Merrill Company have made nix MOST stamina. 01111
BOOK Si Lk PUBLIgliED IN 551:51(5 and offer it in connection with a year's
r subscription to THE READWR, both selling for the price of one.
----' Nothing could be more charming, more seasonable, more appro-
priate as a gift than bye Songs Old and Nem. It contains the ballads
that have endeared themselves to lovers of' many generations.
For each song. Cl.rence F. Underwood, the most popular exponent
of American sentimental art, has painted a picture ravishing in its
beauty. Lavishly decorated. Large 8vo, cloth, in a box, $3.00 net.
THE READER MAGAZINE
Twelve magnificent monthly books—each bigger and more beauti-
ful than volumes that sell for $1 -50—crammed from beginning to end
with the best work of American writers and artists. That is what
'Fun RirAnkat will be in 1908. Every page maintains Tux Itesnia's
reputation as the best periodical expression of the American spirit—
of all general magazines published in the United States, the most
helpful, entertaining and vigorous.
Price $3.00 a year, and words it.
017R NVONDERFUL CHRISTMAS OFFER
Each copy of Lore Smogs Old and Nem that you buy entitles you to
a full year's subscription to Tim RLADER, without any additional charge
wliAever. The magazine can be sent to a friend AS a gift if you desire.
Thi.; makes a half-price offer on each; $6.00 worth for $3.00.
$3—Both for the price of one—$3
AT ANY BOOKSTORE OR DIRECT FROM
TI1E BOBBS-MERRILL COMPANY, Publishers : INMANAPOLIS
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.





Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
Most Centrally Located Hotel on
Broadway. Only ten minutes walk
to 25 leading theatres. Completely
renneated and transformed in every
department. Up-b.-date in all re-
spects. Telepinwc room.
Four Beautiful Dining Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.
The Famous
German Restaurant
Broadway's chief attraction for Spe-
cial Food Dishes and Popular Musk.
lbeseess Piss. IN lees. 2111 Ulm
itc.c  $1.50 and upward. $2.00 and upward with bath. NAN', Bedroom gad Bath
ienrtf.
$ 3.00 and upward. 81.00 sztsa where two groom occupy • single span.
SWEENEY-TIERNEYBOTEtCOMPANY
E. M. TlERNEY. Msnstrof
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THE PLACE TO BUY SUITABLE
PRESENTS FOR GENTLEMEN.
Briar and Meerschaum Pipes, Cigar
Holders, cigar and Tobacco Jars.










Stockholders liability   100,000
Total security to depositors.. $1150,000
solicited. We appreciate
accord to all the saute
Account.; of individuals sad firms
email as well AM large depositors and
courteous treat meat.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.
Third and Broadwev,
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
'did without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
Bending us your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
: • r77'
FOR RENT
Several: desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and




A lgew Back for an Old One—How
it is Done in Paducah.
The back aches at times with a
601, indescribable feeling, making
you weary and restless; piercing
pains b hoot across the region of the
kidneys, ante again the loins are so
lame to stoop is agony. No use to
rub or apply a plaster to the back in
this condition. You cannot reach the
cause. Exchange the bad back for a
new and stronger one. Follow the
example of this Paducah citizen.
Mrs. Silas Jones, of 1148 North
Thirteenth street, Paducah, Ky.,
says: "I have suffered severely with
a lame
land aching back. At times
I would feel quite dizzy. I had
known of Doan's Kidney Pills, as my
mother had used them years ago, so
I procured them at DuBois, Son &
Co'.s drug store and began taking
them as directed. They simply did
wonders for me in relievIng i me of
my suffering. I feel that I cankot say
too much In their favor."
For sale by all dealers. Price 5b
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name—Doan's—
and take no other.
- - -- -
The Women Who S ke.
It is no news that cigarette smok-
ing by women Is not tolerated in the
public rooms of our hotels and restau
rants. Women who smoke cigarettes
in public are still generally accounted
edger. if not actually wicked, in a
land where the prejudices of Puri-
tanism still survive.
No thoroughly sophisticated Amer-
ican woman of good breeding would
think of lighting a cigarette in a New
York restaurant, because she would
know that the men who were puffing
cigar smoke in her face would con-
sider the act unladylike. When you
are in Europe you may do as you
please. By the same token American
women visiting Paris will show them-
selves in certain well-known resorts
when they would shudder at the
thought of going to a Nt w York or
Chicago restaurant of the same qual-
ity.
Perhaps in a few years more the
last traces of our Puritanism may dis-
appear. Perhaps not. There may be
a revival ot-sfld prejudices and be-
liefs. Meanwhile the managers of
our hotels are to be commended for
Prohibiting eigareta• anioaing by wo-
men, because they are acting in ac-
cord with public opinion.
Nevertheless, everybody who knows
the ways of the world at all, knows
that the women do smoke cigarettes
nowadays, and knows also that the
cigarette habit is no worse for them.
mortally or hygienically, than it is
for the men. We are no better than
the Europeans, and they know it;




Used By American People
Every Year
it Required 2113.000,1100 Board Feet




That sometimes terminates fatally Is
the stoppage of liver and bowel func-
tions. To quickly end elite condition
without disagreeable sensations. Dr.
King's New Life Pei, should always
be your remedy. Guaranteed abso-
lute!". satisfactory In every case as
money back at all druggists. 25c.
Sun or eloonlight.
Gritty George—Dat bloke what
gave me de dime said he didn't be-
lieve I ever took a bath. I tol him I
often tok an immunity bath.
Sandy Pikes—And what kind of
baths are immunity baths, pard?
Gritty George—Why, immune
from soap and water.—Chicago
News.





Use miniature electric lights. We have
them for sale or for rent.
The Paducah Light & Power Co.
(Tee flrpor.ted.)
It is perhaps more characteristic
of Americans than of any other peo-
ple to hold small things in contempt,
forgetting that.4"little. drops of pa-
ter; little grates of sand," constiKtte
the planet we inhabit. A match is a
small and insignificant affair, yet
multiplied as It has been In this
country and the rest of the civilized
world it his been one of the most po-
tential agents of modern material
development. It has come into use
at a late day in the worlds history.
There are many living among us still
eho can remember when the flint
and tinder were the regular means
of starting a fresh fin and the old
one was carefully preserved by bury-
ing the embers night after night to
be revived in the morning. It is SO
sears ago the present year that the
lucifer match, the first genuine fric-
tion match, was in‘ented, and even
that required an attachment of bent
sandpaper to produce the desired
results.
may also happen that invention may
develop something that will take the
place of matches. It is not probable
that the limit of progress' has been
reached in the means of producing
fire at need. There is no Promothean
penalty for the man who shall make
the discovery, but rather welcome
and reward by his eager fellowmen.
--Boston Transeript.
It is hard for the present genera-
tion to realize the Inconveniences
from which _the friction match eman-
citutted their ancestors The manu-
facture of this product has become
a great and even a sonic what 41veree
fled industry. because every section
seems to have matches peculiar to
Itself. A man who has been A com-
mercial traveler for many years tells
us that if he were taken up and car-
ried to any point east of the Alle
similes he could tell within a hun-
dred miles of where he was by the
matches he should find in use. There
Is also a national pride in matches
A recent mayor of Manchester. Eng-
land, visiting friends In Boston a few
days ago, spoke very highly of our
"abominable matches." and declared
that he did not see how a high-spirit
tel. independent and enterprising peo-
pie like ourselves put tip with them.
The American people, however, ap-
pear to be fairly well contented with
the home product. else they would
not buy and consume so many with
comparatively so litle grumblig. They
vise up.about 700,0.00,000.e00 a year,
or about half of all that are tratnufac-
lured in the world. There are hun-
dreds of faetoriea,.scattered over the
country, one plam on the Pacific
coast covering 21 acres and operat-
ing over 30 of railroad over
which is carried to it daily 2"ect,-000
feet of sugar pin and yellow pine
logs for the match 
or lumber will not do. I muInstferbe-
straight grained and free f om knots
and carefully treated in ad tion. The
by-product goes into larger things
The factory on the Pacific coast re-
ferred to turns out as this by-pro-
ducts 1,009 door* and 800 window
sashes daily. In a single year one
Match company in the lake region
t-ut 225,(•110,0.41) board feet of pine
though that was Intended for more
than a year's product.
It is no wonder, when we consider
these figures, that the matchmakers
are becoming anxious. And that is
true in other countries as well as
our own. In Germany and Franco
there is a movement to have forests
planted just for match timber, and
we may soon face a famine In match
wood in this country, for hot all kinds
san be used for that purpose. It
A Real Wonderland.
South Dakota, with its rich silver
mines, bonanza farms, wide ranges
and strenge natural formations, is a
veritable wonderland. At Mound
City, in the home of Mrs. E. D. Clapp,
a wonderful ctre of healing has lately
occurred. Her son seemed near death
with lung and throat trouble. "Ex-
hausting coughing see les occurred
every five minuses," writes Mrs.
Clapp, "when 1 began giving Dr.
King's New Discovery, the great
medicine, that saved his life and com-
pletely cured him." Guaranteed for
cougrhs and colds throat and lung
coughs and cohle, throat and lung
$1.00 Trial bottle free.
$2.70




We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let us explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery to any




ge•er th and 3roadway.
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THE JOKE
Dockstader Stays the Success of Jokes
Iltepends Upon the \fanner of
Telling.
"1 came to set. you. Mr. Dockstad-
er, about the is etiology et the joke."
The minstrel was just sitting down
to breakfast at the Rennert.
"The what." he asked aghast and
turning a little pale.
"The psychology of the joke," ,
"Do you not recognize the impro-
Priety of broaching a topic of this
kind when a man has just emerged
from his bud and is about to partake
of his matutinal refection'. I would
much rather, just at tills moment.
discuss the psychology of the buck-
wheat cake and the emellient and
nutritive sausage."
lie was assured that while those
themes might be timely and fascinat-
ing, still the thoughtful eorld would
rather hear something of the geneal-
ogical history of the minstrel
"Oki friends, old books, old wine
and old jokes." pursued Mr. Dock-
stader. "There is the source of true
happinestrilt life. Of course, there
are many persons who enjoy it new
joke from the end man oecasionalls •
and the idea has much in it to he cote
mended, but for genuine laughter -
for a perfect thrill of th • cachinna
tory organs--there is nothing so cer-
tain and delicious as the jest that ha-.
come down through the generations.
Why do we rely so confidently upon
the old jokes?" continued the come-
dian_ musingly', as he reacted for an-
other piece of sausage. "It is be-
cause the familiar joke never fails.
There are many new ones going about
and we have a speetal mint of our
own where they are coined' by Mr.
Jean Haves for every evening's per-
formance. and they are received. well;
but they have not the impregnable
stability of success as in the case of
their predecessors. The secret of
laughter, it iesaid, is the element of
surprise; but it is not always so. Very
often if you know what is coming you
• njoy it in anticipation. Oliver Golds
smith brings out this point in his
comedy. 'She Stoops to Conquer'
where, as you will remember, 'Squire
Hardcastle is training his servants for
the dinner part. He impresses upon
them particularly that when he be-
gins to, tell his stories they must not
laugh. But Diggory replies that he
cannot help it. as the stories are so
good, particularly the on' about the
grouse in the gunroom. 'If you tell
that.' he says, 'we shall burst for
tertaln.' That is my point exactly.
There are some old stories that will
make people laugh foresee', no mat-
ter how often they may have heard
them."
"But don't you think the manner
of telling a story may have a great
deal to do with its suicess?"
"Assuredly; and the same is true
of all stories, new and old, but old
stories; especially. It is an accepted
historical fact that there are only
seven original jokes in the world, and
that all others since have been merely
variations upon the first theme. I
have mys?df told tie- same joke in
half a dozen different ways. we must
Sell a story over and eser again, until
we obtain just the right emphasis. in-
flection and color. We lay stress
here, we slur over another portion.
In this way we reach the animate ef-
fect. It is the audience that makes
the success elf the joke--the man in
the street. We do not want the pro-
fessor, the critic, but the individual
who represents the multitude, who
pays his money, comes in and sits
down to be amused. If ev can suc-
cessfully reach him, we know that, we
are safe'
Mr. Dockstader buttered another
buckwheat cake very carefully and
said: "The greatest joke of the
present moment is the money market
--and it is not a new one either. The
same piece of humor has been perpe-
trated before. But there are a good
many people who are net enjoyine
it. It Is the sort of joke that creates
laughter, but on the wrong side of
the mouth.—Baltimore News.
Here's Good Advice.
0. S. Wooketer. ono of the heed
known merchants. of DeRayetille, N.
Y.. Hays: "If you are ever tronbleti
with piles. apply Bueklen's Arnie&
Salve. It cored me of them for good
20 years ago." Guaranteed for fe(Wreri
wounds, burns or ahraeloas. 26c at
aid druggista.
Ton lover there tensing terreplorre
In. the world—one where his sweet
IrParl Is and the other+ *beret t
Isn't




FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER




is now open in new quarters. Open day and night.
Losk at a Heel.
"If you want to know whether a
girl is sips iii or not, look at lee
heels," said the wise woman to the
some; !nen Who was coetemplating
fteit mutely. -Her gown taay pre:-
I), her tin, I .ual.nt.;. ier teekeeur
:rim and t. a: anti it* r g!../VPS
Itt;i1g. bitt if her rim n L,0
!00):
I tb . : 't -• • (10:11)
6 hal
4 fr.rt
and in or,!,:. Cid:. When she e.
orsed to or ,11-. has. SOM.`
p7OV:) atiOn It:: Ie.: nal
is clack. The man that nr..irties a seri
with perpetually run-over heels a ill
find her coming to the breakfast ta-
ble as soon as the honeymoon is over
in a tumbled kimona and with her
11;:ir itt curl paper:,. never will,
ise a good housekeeper.
"On the other hand. l'so seen girls
who maybe did -not have such a trim
apptaraw c. shoe- bee was apt to lir
a liltik• tls ing, but thirse !eels rested
!).. 1- not
r.,ligh of letteard amee.rule






Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkns IC. • s Paducah for Evans-
ville and ws landings at 11 a. in.
THE wri-' v.itEit DICK FOWLER
.eavtis PeducA for Cairo and , way
asdIngs at 8 a- m. sharp, daily, as-
(.ept Sunday. Special excursion ratite
:low in effect iron] Paducah to Calre
and return, with or without meais
ad room. Good music and table un-
surpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowier, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crunibaugh & Co's Office,
First and Broadway.
HENRY AMEN, JR.
REMOVKD TO THIRD AND
X It NTEcKY.
gook 'Ilicuitta, Beak Work- bate
aad ybeary Work a specialty.
aired. Flows seonged ott and
ems in innuarulate order.-- New
lurk Press.
Badly Mixed Up.
Abraham Brown, of Winterton. N.
Y.. had a very remarkable experiencs 1
He says: "Iketors got badly mIxed
up over me; one said beset disease:'
two cal .4 it kidney trouble; the ,
fourth, blood po;ron and the fifth'
stornaeh and liver trouble; hut none
of them helped me: so my wife ad-
vised trying Electric Bitters, which
are restoring rile to perfect health.
One bottle did me more good than
ale the five doctors preecribed."
Guaranteed for blood poison, weak-
ness and all !stomachs liver and kid-
ney complaints, by ail druggists, SOc.
Prince of Wales a Collector.
It is not generally known that
Prince Edward of Wiiles
son of the heir yr ., • ,
or of minerals and nieces: ies.
half: I hear. reently added to hie
treasures a /dote of the melt-or'
ettleh fell In the Daea Dietict of Ben-
gal in October, ISO:l. The specimen
Is Presented to Prince Edward by ths
government of India. and it should
he one of the rarest of the stones is
his collection. the distribution of the
particular meteorite having been ver.,
limited. only four muselms in the
world having received a piece. The
largest piece, weighing C22.55
grammes. was Dent to the British
Sluseune the Paris Museum receiving
a slice weighing Sii.9.1 grammars,
while that sent to Prince Edward
weighs 3S I. grammes. The remain-
der. of the original met -'on'.' Ironi
which these pieces were tak n t-
in the possession of the tleolegee
Survey of India. The see mt.-
tion is only one of fount.
In India about the sane, les
evidently form a portion of a fall e•
fragments of a great ne
The officers of the GenifiL
are collecting all information ;
his on the subject of sore 'I.
scribe in an official
ceptionally interte•
Birmingham Poe;
''Si,'.' made one miss-ties" :eine
the Alabama legislator. Pressed tor
Particulars, he explained that he had
in mind the incompleteness of ra,1-
road legislation. "It's plain enoush
now." he said, "that we one.ht to has-'











Fourih St. and Kentucky Ave.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
WIT" Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR tOUCtla onfitT7;13OLD* Total 1119ttle Fret
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
GUARANTEED SATIEB-AOTOR
OR MONET REEtTNDED.
LOUIS & TENNESSEE RIVER
PACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSPE RIVER.
STE tMER CLYDE
Leaves' Pndnenth for TellaenW.P rajeer
Fiery Wednesday at 4 p.
X. W. WRIGHT Master
EUGENE RoISINSON  (Sere
This company is not responsii.
for invo,ce charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special *es arsion rates from Pad
imh to Waterloo. Fare fur the routes
trip $S.00. Leave. Paducah ever-
Wedeesday at 4 p. m.
NEW STATE 110!L
NUETROPOLIEL
D. A. Bailey, Prop,
fewest and hest hotel in the eh;
ban 52. 5). • • Two large san11;*11
moms, Beth rooms, Electric lights.







Furniture Stored eed Packed
403 Jeftersts St
Home Seekers' tickets to all
points in the south and south-
west, including New Orleans,
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good re-
turning for thirty days.
Frankfort. Ky.,—Inaugurae
tion of Gov. Willson. Round
trip $S CO. Tickets to be sold
December 9th and 10th, good
returtring until December 10.
For information, apply
City Ticket Ottiee, Fifth













$15.00 graft for You
IF YOU SEND YOUR NAME
Christmas gift drafts in denornina-
Done of 110.00 and $15.00 have been
issued to the amount of six hundred
thousand dollars and are now being
sent to the prospective students of
Draughon's Prettiest Business Col-
lege Company, which has a chain of
30 Votiegee--biggest and beet in the
world. Send your Dame and address
to Draughon's College, 314-316
Broadway, Paducah, and you will re




So remarkable has been the sw-
eeter', both artistially and financially,
of George ('uban, with his "song
hits" and musical comedies--advane-
ing by progressive spores to his pres-
ent excellent accomplitabinente, mouth-
ing a popular vein of heart interest
In the subject matter of his songs.
and winning the intelligence of his
hearers by his keen-wilted persona)
allusions and their amusement by his
nimble, acrobatic antics' and the
swift action of his plays, all of which
are admirably mounted that more
than one admiring spectator pauses
to ask: "Who is he What has he
don, before, and how can he do so
much ?"
According to the calendar, George
M. Cotten, is a real live nephew of
Uncle Sam, for it was on the morning
of July Fourth, 1ti79. that this inter
nationally famous author-astorsom-
poser, known as "The Yankee Doodle
Boy," first saw the light of day. The
particular spot selected by Mr. ()o-
aten for his birthplace was Provi-
dence. Rhode Island. and it was in
this same city that ten years later he
made his first appearance on any
stage in a play written by his father,
and of which his mother was the bus-
iness manager and treasurer.
A little later, but during the same
season, George M. Cohan began his
musical career at Haverstraw, New
Yorli, where he was hearaided as a
phenomenal boy violinist. The two
'seasons (knowing he toured the coun-
try with his parents, appearing in a
play written by his father. entitled
"The Two Barneys." The season of
1S90 he played the boy in "Peck's
Bad Boy," after which the family en-
tered the vaudeville field and became
known far and wide as "The Four
Cohens." About this time Geerge M.
Cohan began to show marked ability
as a writer of short sketehes. One
of the first from his pen was "A Wise
Guy," and its success was so emphatic
that it has lasted as a laugh produc-
er up to the present time. "The Gov-
ernor's Son" was the title of a one-
act sketch from Mb. Cohan's pen that
brought the family into added promi-
nence in the vaudeville field, where
they had become a firm fixture. La-
ter the young author re-wrote and re-
vamped the sketch, lengthening it to
a three act pay, which today is con-
ceded one of the most successful
plays on the American *age.
"Ma's New Husband."
farce. "Ma's Ne wHusband," is Cu be
presented next Saturday evening at
The Kentucky. The music and lyrics
are fitting accompaniments, it is said,
and enhance the enjoyment ihanifold;
Some of the musical numbers that
will be heard are: "A Kiss," "The
Great Professor," "A Quiet Little
Game," "Jokes," "Wouild You Kite
Me."
Chicago "Merry Widow" Mad.
About two years ago, when Henry
W. Savage first witnessed a perform-
ance of "The Merry Widow" by a
musical stock company in, a small
German town, he immediately voiced
his decision to secure the American
rights of the operetta.
"Do you feel quite sure it will
prove seccessful in the United
States?" asked a compatriot who ac-
companied him. "You know, two im-
portant impresarios from our coun-
try have already turned it, down, and
many foreign successes find failure in
America."
"I don't care what any one Ow
thinks," was Mr. Savage's reply, "this
piece is a wonder and its success will
be as universal as human nature. I
want it."
The result has justified Mr. Sav-
age's judgment. New York has been
"Merry Widow" mad for two months.
and Chicago, where the Ilit•Ce was
produet on Monday, Dee. 2, immedi-
ately went insane with characteristic
impetuosity,
Never in the history of Chicago
journalism has a theatrical produo
tion been greeted with such enthusi-
astic reviews, and each critic dipped
his pen in honey and 'slanted it at the
pleasantest angle to give the "Merry
Widow" her due.
In that part of his review, which
deals with the second act, W. L. Hub-
bard, in the Chicago Tribune, made
a word picture of the famous "Merry
Widow" waltz that Is well nigh as
good as the dance itself. He said:
Then they pause and she speaks of
Paris and its charms and he of Max-
im's and the women he dances with
there. Meanwhile the whole air
about them Is vibrant with a dance
that no longer has the wild fire of na-
tionality in it hut is aglow with pas-
slon—the passion of longing of a wish
that is too languorous to be desire
and yet has all its years and pain.
The music comes softly, indistinct.
more felt than heard, but its potency
is mighty. It creeps up to them, It
steals 'upon them, it envelops them.
It engulfs them, it can no longer be
resisted—they ary, helptests. he as well
as he. '
He catches her hand and draws
her toward. him. Both her arms are
extended and with one of his hands
about her waist, the other holding on-
ly the tips of her fingers, they stand
side by side and step slowly and rrth-
rnically to the beat of that waltz mu-
sic which only the strings and th
harp of the orchestra voice, but'
which seems the very spirit of the
dance made audible. They sway in a
tonal ether that is tingling with the
sensuous, but is not sensual. anal is
quivering with 11fe yet is heavy with
languor, that intoxicates and at the
same time noodles. They swing and
sway, they pause an instant, then
float forward again and slowly whirl-
ing disappear from sight.
Meanwhile the audience has sat ab-
solutt ly tense as though spellbound.
and yet the being of every man and
woman in the house has felt the lan-
guorous rhythm and beat of that ir-
resistible music and has responded to
is The whole 't' Ire is *tete and
the tse
Delicious Fruits for Christmas
JUST GLANCE Tilill II (.II Tills List ols DELICIOUS THINGS
AND THE TElimiNli P111111,s:
Sweet Indian River Florida Oranges  20c to .10r doz.
Suite guaranttaal this aelkon's trip. Stec lb.
Imported Malaga Grapes, big delitieu. 'Inca, in bunches neighing
a to lbs., malting like them in town, 211e lb.
S.'141.1 Smyrna Figs. guaratit.i.il this ..1'11S4 0111's 
De 
crop, et1(k'lit.
Imperted Da tea. large and histieus, Iste
Imiw•ried ates. stinted E%sill. nglish Walnu . ts. , 20i. lb.
Winter Nellis Sugar Pears and the In is unr Ai.jotis, extra











IHarry Scott Co. ereeentm tine musical
foolisbne‘s
MA'S NEW HUSBAND
, Book by 1)avid Edwin. • Mufti', a la s
I) tits tot George F141ther.
InS_Laughs in 16:5 Minute':
20---Musreal Numbers-20
Pricee—Night: 25c, 3c Sec. anS,
75c.
era ou the stage disappear the spell is
broken and the applause that bursts
forth is deafening.
Such is the effect of the waltz in
"The Merry Widow." What gives it
Its potency? As well ask what makes
the seemingly commonplace. "Inter-
mezzo" from "Cavalleria Rusticana"
a favorite the world over. As well
ask why the "Largo" of Handel has
lived when much of the composer's
"greater" music has been buried
deep in the duet of forgetfulness.
Why people love the "Spring Song"
of afendeilseohn or the "Traumerel"
of Schumann. The 11111/41C of all these
is simplicity itself, and yet in the mu-
sic is the something that captivates
the soul. Leber has written such a
bit In his "Merry Widow" waltz, and
while it may not last as other things
have lasted, its power is undeniable
and is explicable. It is, and that is
all that can be said.
But the waltz in the second act is
not all of "The Merry Widow" by any
means. It is the most electrifying
moment in it, but there is a wealth of
other things of excellence and worth.
The operetta simply swept all before
:t, last night at the Colonial. The
theatre was filled by the most lash-
iorable audience that ever has assem-
bled there, and approval was as abun-
dant as it was unmistakable. The
stay Of the attraction bids fair to be
indefinite, for it is an entertainment
which people will go *gala and again
to see.
Kentucky's Forests.
The first season's field work in the
co;operative investigation of the for-
est resources of Kentucky by the
United States Forest Service and tite
State Board of Agriculture has just
been completed..
The investigation so far conducted
has shown that within reasonable
distance of railroads and floating
streams there is very little good tim-
ber left, and yellow poplar is getting
scarae all through the region. Ter
years ago this tree was the most ini
portant one of the region, but nos
the cut of white oak exceeds it botl
in quantity and value. Many water-
sheds are practically devoid of met
:turntable timber, and many other,
are rapidly approaching this condi
lion. Much of the land has been clear
ed for farming purposes, but owirs
to the steepness of the hills, which it
many sections wash badly, and to tL.
natural poverty of the soil, a larks
portion of the cleared land has beat
abandoned after raising a few crop
of corn, and it is now growing up it
briars and bushes, very slowly re
verting to forest again.
This part of the state has a fair],
thick population, and the people de
pond to a large extent on the market
ing and manufacture of the timbei
for a livelihood. It la therefore high
ly important not so much that the
timber itself should be preserved, bii
that .the forest lands should be is
Randle(' that a perpetual supply o'
timber may be expected—America:
Forestry Association Bulletin,
Eavesdropping By Telephone.
Tenants of apartment houses whirl
have telephone connection by mean
of a common switchboard, operated
by some employe of the premises
will be interested to learn that, a(
cording to a decision rendered by Jus
lice Wauhope Lynn, the janitor, or
the janitor's wife, la not privileged
to eavesdrop and then repeat the con
versation about the house. "The tele-
phone." said the court, "is not a toy
nor an instrument to be played upon.
It has passed the period of experi-
ment, and it is now the real living
part of ourselves. . It expreses the
soul and mind of our feelings; the
heart-throbs of the human voice are
felt as keenly over this instrument
as when one person talks to another,
and it can express its intonations and
throbs when reflected by the human
voice: and where It Is InstaHed as a
Part of an apartment Amuse, then its
presence must lw regarded as a sacred
part of the home, entering into its
privaeies and secrets, and giving con




Consul General Lewis M. Iddings
forwards from Cairo a book, which
Is filed for public reference at the
Bureau of Manufactures, giving the
statistics of the navigation through
the SuezsCanal for 190e. A sum-
Mary shows that during the year
1.975 vesels, with a total tonnags
IS.c09.169 tonic gross and 13,443,-
.2 tons net, passed through the ra-
nal. Of this number ninety-seven
were warships and military trans-
ports, •
The passengers going through the
canal in 1946 numbered 13,5.75.2 civil
and 256.501 military. of which 57.
IS3 and 127.134 respectively were
British; 19.762 and 27,1115 were Ger-
man and 22,201 and 21,093 were
French.
Right Denomination,
To the astonishment of Brother
Johnsen. who had taken up the col-
lection, a bill was found in the basket
"Somebody," he said to the clergy-
man. "done got religion for de fust
time, en drapped in er note."
"A note!" exclaimed the domiule.
SWhat denomination motight it be,
brother"
"Huh!" sniffed Brother Johnson.
"What denomination Why, Baptise.'
' so'se. How could hit be enny oiler
. eseeion when dis am er Baptis'
People read and antocer side.
through SELF-INT/MM. The sem'




His Intellect, Will Power, and Phys-
ical Strength Wou Itenou
W. H. Gitstrap, secretary of the
state Historical Society, hue return-
ed from a trip along the Straits of
San Juan de Fuca, during which he
secured valuable data relating to old
Indian tribes that for mummy centuries
made their tribal headquarters and
their hunting and fishing groands on
the straits.
One of the features piked up by
the secretary during tine trip was the
history of How-a-Thlub, hertalitarY
chief at the Noah tiny agency, who
at the age of eighty years, is still hale
and hearty, and Mr. Gala-trap de-
clares one of the greatest Indda.n
characters in the Northwest, in the
mutter of intellect and a ill power.
aiso ie impoeing looking in pity*
teal appearance. How-a-Thlub.
whom the whites call Peter Brown
for short, is the third son of the great
thief, He-dd-ah-Tah-wish, a celebrated
Indian of bygone days. Tate Kit,
the oldest eon, of He-di-ar-Tah-wish
was killed in a battle with the Clal-
lam Indians more than half a centu-
ry age. Whey' Lash, the second syn.
then became chief, and he dying,
How-a-Thlub assumed the tribal dig-
nity.
In physical strength ant enderance
How-a-Thloh, in the dies of his
prime, showed extraordinary distine-
don. He is credited with being able
to pick up any man wino had the
hardihood to attempt a wrestling
bout with hign and throw him over
his head. In those days he measured
fifty' four hates around the chest
and excelled in woodcraft and in re-
soureeti in the exigencies of the Mane.
In addition to being mobably the
best hunter of his tribe, his daring
and courage on the sea as a whale
hunter was celebrated among all the
tribes of the Olympic peninsula. In
'tie of the largest canoes ever made
Puget Sound Indians, How-a-TIvivib
ity years ago, with a ',elected crew
: Indian sea hunters, would venture
,r out on the ocean in pursuit of
Souls of whales. They rarely re-
rned empty-handed.
In the expeditions Thlub did
s harpoon work, and Secretary
, Satrap was fortunate enaugh to se-
ire the harpoon which he used in
sage ancient times, with all its at-
, adent apparatus.
While it is a weapon of primitive
'strutter, in the hands of a man hay-
s the power of arm of How-a-Thlub
become a terrible menase to a
'mle rocking peacefully in the long
sells of the ocean. The staff of the
irpoott alone is prodigious when it
considered that it is a weapon that
set be thrown. It is about sixteen
et long and weighs forty pounds.
iii Indians who hunted with How at
Hub in the old days say that he
:inlet throw it anywhere from fifty
seventy-five feet. The long rope
'ached to the harpoon is niade of
new from the belly of the whale
and is so strong that there would be
ito posstbility of its being broken. As
sats to be attached- at regular inter-
tls to his harpoon rope, a number
air bags made of sealskins were
-ed. The entire apparatus was turn.
over by How-a-Thlub to Secretary
;Satrap, and will probably be kept
.11 the city museum Or some other de-
persiter) as examples of the Weap011::
•-sd by the primitive people of the
serthwest in %haling.
After the killing of Tats-Kit, How-
a-Thhiles broth v r, by the Clallams,
How-a-Thlub. true to traditionary
usage among the Indians, made a de-
scent upon the Claliams and killed a
member of that tribe. The white sol-
diers were then appealed to. and, go-
ing to the. straits, arrested 116w-a-
Thhth, who made no resistance, but
asked that he be not !hackled.
lev
Don't let 'em get the
habit of being house-
penned by storms. (1) -('
door air means good
constitution.
Give the right clothes
and they'll lean that sun-
shine is not the only
jolly weather.
Everybody who is pro-
tected by the right cloth-
ing always comes in
cheerful from a storm.
See our Teddy Bear
coat, leggins and cap to
match. A handsome














TEN PER CENT REDUCTION ON ENTIRE LINE
MORRIScmCHAIRS
Any member of your family will appreciate a Morris
Chair and it makes an ideal Christmas present. Always
so comfortable and restful. All this week we offer you
above reduction on our complete assortment. You will be
surprised at how cheap you get a good, substantial one.
Come early and get first selections. Prices range from
$5.00 to $35.00
I 11111 COMPANYINC A
inii14.1.1ilio.i.:R DoES:110
147r" I ILIh. • 4
t Incorporated.)
SaleasroOrrts 1124114•1116 N. Fourth. Warerourrus 405-407 Jefforstln
Nevertheless, the soldiers mit hand
cuffs on him. Enraged at their lack
of respect for hie positiu chief.
How-a-Thlub, with one wrench of his
hands, tore off the manacles and
walked off the steamer upon which
he had been placed in order to bring
him to Stellacoom for trial. He was
finally prevailed upon to go peacea-
bly and unbound to Stelheoom, where
he was tried and given his liberty,
For many. years How-a-Thlub has
been an Indian policeettan of the Scab
Bey tribe, and is regarned by the
whites as a man of integrity and bun-
or.—.Seatt he Post n te II igeneer.
Indian Etiquette.
"If you should ever go into an In-
dian tepee," said John H. Seger, "re-
member they have rules of etiquette
that are more rigidly adnered to than
in our parlors. Do not think they
are not sensitive, for they are more
140 than the Jape It you make fun
of his layout, the whole. family will
remember the insult for a lifetime.
The seat of honor is just opposite the
door, across the fire pit. Wait til
you are invited before you take t
stat. If you go bolting into an In-
dian's tepee and rush over and take
this vacant seat he may not take you
by the nape of the neck and throw
you out, but he would like to if he
thought it could be done without cut-
ting off his rations. In leaving the
tepee never pass between anyone and
the fire. An old chivalric warrior
will crawl around the side of the
tent and kirk a hole in the wall on
the north side in a blizzard before he
would violate this rule of etiquette
and pass between his guests and the
smoking enthers."--Arapahoe• Bee.
Providing For a Quorum.
"It will be impossible for us to
transact any public business tonight,"
said the president of the city council.
"best use of the lack of a quorum."
"Mr. Chairman," said the nee
member, arising quickly, "I ha,
le‘en elected on a pledge to ,
stitUency that I shall work u
and unceasingly for the upbuildii
and uplifting of our city, and I noa
and here move that a committee be
appointed to consider the immediate
purchase of as good a quorum as the
market affords, and that the commit-
tee be instructed to secure the quo-
non and have it properly Installed
by the next meeting night. And
furthermore." he said, with a fine
eatriotic touch, "let us obtain a good
American quorum, and not one of
those ancient Roman things."--Sills
eras Magazine.
The Corean tailor does not *it
garments. He pastes this edges e
(ether and presses them down, (
roans carry glue around to MI6
their clothes together.arhl.n they are
torn.
The laws of NorieStdOmpel a man ,
avb-o cle5p1- doWlY one tree to n itint
A r ILL
DUMPER CROPS IN MONTAN.V. I
One County Has Raked a Million and
a Half Bushel'. of Oars,
and Barley.
Twin Bridges, .Mont.—It is esti-
mated that the grain crop of Madison
courty this year will reach Isietisato
bushels, se per cent, of this is oats
and the remainder wheat and harleY.
Irrigated lands are claimed to have
produced as high as 1201 bushels of
oats to. the acre. while dry farms
have also had unusual good returns.
The wheat crop is heavy and only a
small per cent, was injured by the
early frosts. One faunae claims to
have thrashed 774 bushels of wheat
from thirteen acres, an average of
sixty bushels.
Shipments are moving eut rapidly,
••••
Principally to Butte. while *some first
grade eats are being shipped east to
be manufactured into cereals. Sev-
enty-five per ceut, of the crop will
le consumed outside the county.
Was An Attendant.
As the new minister was on has
way to evening service in the
chureh he met a young man wltottm he
was anxious to have become an active
member of the congregation.
"Good evening, my young friend,"
he said, solemnly. "Do you ever at-
tend a place of worship?"
"Yessindeed. str; regularly every
Sunday night." replied the young
man, with a smile. "I'm on my way
to see her now."
An inch of 7-7t!ne3!1 !
tons of wal,
tits 1"")
BACK UP YOUR 






One year or fifty years from now, your Letters in
other people's files will look as well as the day they
;were received if they are written on
@©UngM41[3©HED
COUPON BOND betters by age, becausa it is made slowly.
  You cannot hasten the process of paper
making and get as good a paper as by the old slow methoid. You
have to build a sheet of paper. That is why a- blind man could
tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in a ream of other papers
The "feel" would tell hini the character of the paper. Its
strength and surface would tell the story of slow, careful mann-
f
Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
vNoourpsaeplef.r, i it aoi
'an exrw,titnent.. (et a month's supply of
good for letters that have to c.ount. Try it for
Coupon Bond from. your printer and check up results.
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